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ACCEPT AND D E F E N D T H E
TRU TH W H E R E V E R

$1-3,5 the YEAR
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IN ADVANCE.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A ., T H U R S D A Y , M A Y 8 1919.

V O L U M E F O R T Y -F O U R .
’ >-• /

ABOUT TOWN NOTES.

T H E ftHOM E P A P E R ” OF T H E M ID D LE SECTION OF PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
ANNUAL MEETING OF FIRE

THE DEATH ROLL.,

INSURANCE COMPANY.

William Wismer, formerly of Col
Dr. and Mrs. S. D. Cornish enter
The annual meeting of the Perkio
tained a number of relatives a t ä din legeville, and son of thé late John B.
ner on Sunday, in honor of William and Mary Wismer of Schwenksville, men Valley Mutual Fire ànd Storm
McAllister, who just returhed from died on Thursday at the Reading Hos Insurance Company was held at
France. He served in the X-ray di pital from influenza and pneumonia, Perkiomen Bridge hotel, Monday. The
aged about 31 years. The wife and Managers convèned during the fore
vision.
one child survive. Among the surviv noon and attended to considerable un
"M aster Robert Moyer spent tl/e ing brothers and sisters 'are' Harry finished business. The meeting of
week end with his grandmother, Mrs. Wismer, of Collegeville, and Mrs. stockholders convened at one o’clock
Josephine Moyer.
Francis Wack, of Schwenksville. Mr. and elected the following managers
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. B. Miller spent Wismer had many friends in this com for 1919: A. D- Fetterolf, Abraham
several days of last week at Bucking munity,, where he was for a number Longaker, Jacob G. Grimley, B. Witof years employed at the power plant, man Dambly, B. D. Alderfer, S. H.
ham, Pa.
H. E. Anderson, Harold G.
Miss Grace Webb, of .New York now dismantled, and much sympathy Yocum,
Knight, David S. Henning, Jpo. P.
city, is spending^ some time at home. has ben expressed in behalf of the Kline, Irvin Y. Baringer, A. F. Say
bereaved" wife, formerly Miss Mabel
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Yerger, of Snovel, and members of the family of lor, A. H. Gehman. The report of
Schwenksville, spent several days thé deceased. The funeral was held Secretary Fetterolf indicated that the
with Mr. and Mrs, A. B. Francis.
on Tuesday. All serevices and inter affairs of the Company are in an ex
Mr. and/Mrs. A. S. Martin, of Nor ment at Trifiity Reformed church and cellent condition, and that the total
amount of insurance carried reaches
ristown, spent Sunday with Mr. and cemetery; undertaker, J. L. Bechtel.
thé large sum of $15,700,000.00. At
Mrs. J. L. B. Miller.,
,
J. Schrack Campbell, died Tuesday the close of the annual meeting the
Mr. Wm. Buchanan, of Spring City, morning at his home in Eagleville, in Managers organized by electing B.
spent the week end with Mr. and Mrs. his 72nd year. He leaves a wife and W. Dambly, president; Jacob G. Grim
Frank McCarraher.
two daughters. Funeral on Saturday. ley, treasurer, and A. D. Fetterolf,
. Mr. and Mrs. Schienle, of Philadel All > services in Lower Providence secretary. Fire and storm losses, and
phia, were in town over the week end. Presbyterian church a t 3 o’clock, In the greatly increased cost of all kinds
terment in adjoining cemetery; under of building material made it necessary
Mr. and Mrs, ,Ira Ashenfelter and
for the Managers to direct the levy
taker, J,. L. Bechtel.
»
family, of Philadelphia, were the Sun
ing of an assessment of $3 per $1,000
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hohn Ash
Hannah S. Pennypacker, widow of insured, the date to be fixed by the
enfelter.
the late George W. Pennypacker, died Secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Tillmän Hauseman on Wednesday, May 7, dt her resi
and family, oi Pottstown, and Miss dence, near Trappe, aged 76 years. Ç. H. S. REPRESENTED AT TRACK
| .. g | ■■ . . ;,
Kathryn Hauseman, of Norristown, One sister, Henrietta, of Philadelphia, j .
» Me e t .
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. I. survives. Funeral on Saturday at 2
p. m. All services at the Augustus
K. Hauseman.
The Collegeville High School was
Mr, and Mrs. H. P. Tyson spent the Lutheran church, Trappe. Interment represented at the Cheltenham track
in adjoining cemetery; undertaker, F.
week end in Albany.
W. Shalkop. Relatives and friends meet, last Saturday afternoon, by C.
Messrs. R. G. Glassen and Carl A. are invited to attend funeral without’ Hughes, H. Walt, M. Billet, A. Hughes
and S. Baden. They won first place
Baals spent Sunday with Miss M, C. further notice.
' in Class B schools, in competition with
Baals.
representatives from numerous High
Mrs. Thomas Hallman entertained TRINITY REFORMED CHURCH. Schools of Montgomery and Delaware
the Sewing Circle.
counties, including Norristown, Lower
Mother’s Day will be observed with Merion, Haverford, and Lansdale. The
Mr. Wm. McAllister spent Monday
appropriate services on Sunday at 10 Collegeville boys won 15 points by
in Camden, N. J.
o’clock.
Everyone should attend scoring first in each of th re e ‘events,
Mr. George Barrett, of Philadelphia, church on Sunday and thus honor The low hurdle race was won by Chas.
spent the week end with Mr. and Mrs. mother.
Hughes, and the shot put and discus
Geo Clamer.
Sunday evening at 8 .o’clock there throw were won by S. Baden. The
Mrs. Wm. Fenton spent' Sunday; in will be a special service consisting of next athletic meet, in which College
a.missionary cantata and a short play. ville High will be represented, will
Lancaster county.
Tljis promises to be a very inter be at Loiter Merion on Saturday,
Mrs. Daniel Bartmän spent Monday esting service. Young people from
May 17.
in Philadelphia.,
Ironbridge and Skippack' will take
Mr. and Mrs. J. W- Essig and child part in this service.
GOOD PIKE PROMISED AS FAR
spent'Sunday in Norristown.
. ~ The reception to the new’ members
AS SCHWENKSVILLE.
The Acacia club showed the war will be held on Friday evening, May
picture, “Price of Peace” for the bene 9. All the new members who joined
Col. Geo. Knox McCain, Rev. N. F.
at Easter, and also those who joined Schmidt, Dr. H. P. Kely, Dr. ID C.'
fit of members and ladies.
during the year, are invited to be
Miss Margaret Himes* of Norris present as well as all memebrs and Allen and S. S. Wolford, representing
the Citizens’ Association of the Perk
town, spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. friends of the congregation.
iomen Valley, visited State Highway
D. H. Bartman.
W. S. C.
Commissioner Sadler, at Harrisburg,
Miss Anna Mignogna, of Trappe,
last week in regard to the proposed
spent Sunday with Misses Lilliah and
improvements on the “Gravel Pike,”
W. C. T. U- MEETING. >
Theressa Muche.,
The delegation was rather disap
The regular May meeting Of the pointed but feels however that the trip
Miss Maude Smull, of Oaks, was local union was held at the parsonage
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Ash of Trinity Reofrmed chruch on Tues was not altogether irwvain as a t least
a beginning will be made.
enfelter on Saturday.
day afternoon.
Opening exercises
Mr. McCain was the speaker and
Mr. John Gottshalk spent Sunday aside, the attention of the meeting, tcild Mr. Sadler that, the County Com
for the greater part of its session, was missioners had promised to meet the
in Worcester.
Mr. Joseph Gottshalk, of Philadel directed to the present “drive for a State on a 50-50 basis and has prom
phia, Visited Mr. and Mrs. A. H. million dollars and a million member ised $5,000 a mile. Mr. Sadler replied
ship “for the purpose of making ef that the State did not have the funds
Gottshalk, Sunday.
fective the plans laid out by the Na fo r the! whole distance from College
Mr. Morris Robison, Of: Philadel tional W. C. T. U. for world prohi
phia, spent Sunday with his father, bition and for other reforms under ville'to Green Lane but that he was
willing to resurface this year four
Joseph Robison.
consideration.
miles from Collegeville, provided the
Joseph Gottshalk and Claude Ot- ' Announcement was made that, the County Commissioners woilid provide
annual
spring
Institute
of
1
Montgom
tinger visited in Spring City, Sunmaterial at the rate of $5,0(10 a mile,
ery county W. C. T. U. would be held but the State would not accept any
day.
■'
with the Bryn Mawr union in the cash from the: county. The distance
Bryn Mawr Reading Room, Thursday, would just about reach Schwenksville
LIBERTY LOAN WAR TRAIN.
May 15. Good programs for both while the rest would have to wait an
The Victory Liberty Loan War morning and afternoon sessions have other year.
Train is scheduled to arrive at Col- been prepared. Morning meeting at
The Committee visited the County
10.30, afteroon at 2 o’clock. Dr. Sina
legeville to-day (Thursday, May 8) at Stratton, of "Philadelphia, to gite the Commissioners on Friday and pre
11.40 a. m., and will leave at 1.10 p. m. address of the afternoon—subject: sented the proposition which was
promptly accepted by the Commis
It should be greeted by a large turn “Moral Education.” All members of sioners, Thus four miles of good
out of citizens. Many relics' from unions, and the general public, are in “Gravel Pike” are assured.
“over, there” V® be on exhibition, in vited to attend.
cluding captured' German cannons,
KILLED BY LIGHTNING.
May Fete on College Campius.
helmets, gas masks, bomb throwing
The rain storm, with thunder and
machines, machine guns of all kinds,
A May day celebration* w illbe held
armored car, and many other interest on the campus of Ursinus College on lightning, that swept over this secThursday evening, May 8, at 7 o’clock. quarter, Monday afternoon, was very
ing articles.
Exercises appropriate to the event heavy in Norristown and vicinity.
will be rendèred, including the raising Benjamin Royer, aged about"80 years,
RED CROSS MEETING.
of a May pole and folk dancing. Re of the west end of that borough, was
'- A meeting of the Collegeville freshments will be sold by the Junior instantly’ killed by lightning while
Branch and its auxiliaries will be held class. Everybody invited.
working in a truck patch. His son,
on Thursday, May .% 1919, at 4 p. m.
Benjamin, Jr., was about twenty feet
on the first floor of the public school
distant from his father "when the
\C
respent
Literary
Society.
building, to discuss plans for summer
fatal discharge descended. The bolt
knitting. A7full attendance is desired.
Regular meeting of .Crescent Liter-, must have struck the older man with
ary Society in Mennonite schoolhpuse, full force. The crown of his soft hat
near Yerkes, on Wednesday evening, tvas cut completely from the rim and
Firemen’s Festival. May 14, at 8 o’clock. Program: Reci
The members .of the Collegeville tations — Curtis Wanner, Alfred his clothing, even to his undershirt,
Fire Company have arranged to hold Wanamfiker, Mary Danehower and was in shreds. * A .deep gash bn the
a strawberry and. ice cream festiyal Venie Fie; readings—Norman Folk, top of his head, that had the appear
on Saturday evening, June 14. Further Raymond Miller, George Cassel and ance of having been split open, told
the tragic manner jn which he met his
particulars later.
Margaret Stierly; instrumental solos. death.
—Cora Danehower and Orpha Bech
A number of houses were unroofed,
/ Entertainment.
tel; violin solo—Cameron Stevens; window panes were broken in" many
/The Trinity Girls’ Class will give an Gazette, editor John Milligan, assis houses, electric, telephone, trolley, and
entertainment in Trinity Reformed tant editor Elva Smith, contributors telegraph wires were disconnected,
church, Collegeville, on Thursday, Alexander Ryback and Marie Crist. and trees were blown down. An auto
May 15, at 8 n. m. A very interest Everybody cordially invited to attend. mobile .was blown across Main street
and collided with another machine,
ing program is in course of prepara
and tops of automobiles and wind
Woman Suffrage.
tion. Admission 10 and 15 cetns.
shields were torn from automobiles
A regular monthly meeting (of the
Carik Wrecked at Perkiomen Junction. Montgomery County Committee of the exposed to the storm.
Twelve cars loaded with perishable Pennsylvania Woman Suffrage Asso
COMPLETED MUSICAL TOUR.
freight were piled in a wreck on the ciation will be held Wednesday, May
Reading, at Perkiomen Junction, 14 at 10.30 a. m. at Start Headquar
Robert G- Trucksess, of Fairview
caused by a truck giving way while ters, 1606 Finance Building, Philadel Village, who is attending Colgate Unithe train was rrftining at high speed, phia.,
i versity, has just completed an eigh
Sunday evening.
The northbound
teen day tour of the middle west with
St.
James’
Perkiomen.
passenger train on the Perkiomen
the Colgate Glee and Mandolin Clubs.
railroad was delayed for half an hour
On Sunday morning at 10.30 John There were forty-five men in the clubs
on account of the wreck.
L. Zacker will address the congrega and they gaye concerts at Buffalo,
tion qf St. James' Episcopal church. Jamestown, Erie,- Cleveland, Detroit,
Radies’ Aid Society. .
Mr. Zacker is a Hebrew born and •Jacskson, Camp Custer, Grand Rapids
The Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity raised in Russia. ‘ He is weli known and Chicago. Mr. Trucksess sings
church will meet next Monday evening , among the Hebrews of this vicinity second tenor and a solo part in the
Having met and addressed a number Glee Club and plays a flute in the
at the home of Mrs. C. D. Yost.
of them in Pearlstine’s meadow last Mandolin. Club. •
summer. Be is the head of the"Jew
There is nothing that makes men ish mission in Philadelhia and has
M. E. Church, Evansburg.
rich and strong but that Which they done a large and successful work.
carry inside of them. Wealth is of the Everyone is invited to attend this
Evansburg M. E. chqrch, Sunday,
heart and not of the hand.—Milton. service. Our Jewish friends are es May 11: Morning service 10.30; sub
ject—“Why Baptism?” Five persons
pecially welcome.
,
S.
$100 Reward, $100.
will be baptized making twelve bap
The readers of this paper will he pleased
Are You Helping Reconstruction? tisms since the first of April. Even
to learn that there is at least one areacled
ing services at 7.30; subject—“Our
disease that science has been able to cure
Rev. N. F. Srhmidt will address the Salvation.-” Wesleyan Civic Society,
in all its stages, and that is Catarrh. North End Improvement Association
6145; topic—“The Allure of v the
Catarrh being greatly infmenced by con
stitutional conditions requires constitu and cb^ne the “Duty of Capital in World”; leader, D. Buckwalter. Sun
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine Reconstruction,” and one of our neigh day school, 9.30 a. m. Talented muis taken internally, and acts through bors vvill outline the “Duty of Labor
sicale on 17th, 8 p. m.
the blood -on the mucous 'surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying t'he founda in Reconstruction.” The public is in
tion of the disease, giving the patient vited. Thé Association will meet in
strength by building up the constitution Pennypacker’s school, above Trappe, Good Wishes of Friends, Appreciated.
and assisting nature in do(ng its work.
Mr. John H. Longacre, of Upper
The proprietors have so much faith in the 8 pi m., Friday, May 9.
curative powers of Hall’s Cat arrh Medicine
Providence, desires to express through
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
Nipp—“That fellow Guzzler is a the Independent his hearty apprecia
any case that it fails to cure. Send for
bird.” Tuck—“ Yes, life with Guzzler tion of the many kind expressions of
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, is just one swallow after another.”— goo'd-will tendered. him on the occa
Ohio.
sion of his 82nd birthday.
Life,
Sold by all Druggists, 7Be.

BOY SCOUTS’ LETTER.

FARMERS’ WEEK AT STATE

Dear Independent:
May I tell you and your readers
about some of the doings of our troop
since I last wrote you? . There is so
much, but I can’t hope to have you
listen to everything.
First, I must tell you about our last
delightful hike to the Areola hills. You
remember what an ideal spring day
we had the day before E aster? Well,
th at was the time, and there were
about a dozen of us, with haversacks
well filled with good things to eat.
We climbed to the top of a high pine
knoll, ' overlooking the Perkiomen,
where we- rested at noon, built our
fires and cooked our lunches. And
didn’t they taste good, and with a llo f
that beautiful view right 1 before us!
You know it was just the time when
the leaf buds on the trees peeped ^tim
idly out, not yet enough to obscure
the distant landscape, but just giving
to it in' spots that gray-green tinge
so familiar to us in spring. The earli
est wild-flowers were already in full
bloom on the slopes and numerous
specimens were selected by the Scouts
and duly identified. And; by the way,
perhaps you don’t know th at one of
the principal objects of our monthly
hikes is to become better acquainted
with Mother Nature and the treasures
she'discloses to those who seek them.
Another object is to teach the Scout
to be self-reliant and ¡to provide for
his physical needs when out ;;in the
open. There isn’t a Scout in our trobp
who isn’t able to prepare his ' own
meals if necessary,—and that re
minds me that I have heard said
numerous times by Soldiers and offi
cers returned from abroad, th at those
who were best able to cope with the
discomforts and exacting require
ment’s. of the “great fight over there,”
were almost always found to have
been Scouts at home. So please do
not thinly th at these hikes are an idle
waste of time, for they are not, and
I could not wish anything better that
that all our friends might enjoy their
real benefits with the Scouts who at
tend them, These monthly hikes also
give the troop a higher rating at the
hands of our inspector, which alone
would mean that they are worth
while.
And now, dear Independent, 'I
should like to tell you something else,
if you will permit me the space ? On
last Thursday evening, with all the
downpour of rain on the outside, every
last Scout Of the troop, and the Scout
master,, Was cozily enjoying the
“housewarming” inside our new “Can
teen and Reading Room.” What is
that? Well, we recently rented what
was formerly Barrett’s storeroom,'
and are gradually turning it into a
place where' Scouts and their friends
can find all sorts of good literature
and spend an hour or two Friday and
Saturday evenings in pleasant com
panionship with each other. It is not
to be a loafing place, nor yet must it
interfere with« school work, but it is
also to be a place where the troop
as a whole can collect its equipment
and paraphernalia, and where each in
dividual Scout can have his own locker
for any material that he may have
use for in the pursuit of Scout-craft.
It must \be admitted that we made
some noise at the “housewarming,”
you may have heard it,—-but what can
be expected of two dozen perfectly
normal boys, with lusty voices and not
at all bashful in using them, and es
pecially as there were'. several very
important yells to he executed in hon
or of our new Assistant Scoutmasters,
Alan M, Hughes and Albert C. Gottshalk, who Were formally handed their
commissions that evening. What else
did we do a t-th e “housewarming?”
Well, it would have done your heart
good, my dear Independent, to see
how the chickqp and waffles disap
peared! Yes, real chicken and waf
fles, and all made by the Scouts them
selves. The ice* cream was a treat
from one of bur friends of the femi
nine inclination, which had due appre
ciation. Oh! was it a feast? Ask the
boys. Of course “housewarmings”
come but once in a Very great while,
and must be made memorable, so I
trust we may be forgiven a little fun
now and then—but everything was
closed up and nicely quiet before the
perfectly decent hour of half past
nine.
Won’t you stop in some time at our
canteen, Independent and friends, and
talk with the boys and find out more
about the Scout idea ? After the close
of the school term, it will pe open
each evening, just a little while, not
late, and it will do us good to see you.
Thank you. Always yours fqr the
Scouts.
"
C. H. REGAR,
> „ /
Scoutmaster.

COLLEGE.

ANOTHER CHANCE
The cantata entitled “The Greatest
Love by H. W. Petrie, rendered by
the combined choirs of St. Jarfies’ and
St. Luke’s Reformed churches,, assist
ed by a few selected voices, was fav
orably received by the 400 music lov
ers that filled, the auditorium of St.
Duke’s Reformed church on Saturday
evening, May 3, 1919.
On Thursday evening, May 8, 1919,
at 7.45 o’clock, the same cantata will
be rendered by the same chorus in the
St. James’ Reformed church at Lim
erick, Pa., when and where a capacity
house is expected. Many who heard
the cantata on Saturday evening have
signified their 'intention to hear it
again on Thursday evening at Limer
ick. To avoid the possibility of
standing, come early. Doors will be
open'at 7.15 p. m. A silver offering
will, be requested.
SUPERINTENDENT OF PROTEC:
TORY DEAD.
Brother Gecilian, aged 79, superin
tendent of thè Catholic Protectory for
Boys at Fatland, died on Sunday at
St. Agnes’ Hospital, Philadelphia. The
brother was in charge of the Protec
tory Farm for 15 years and, as a stu
dent of agriculture, developed the
tract into one of the most productive
farms in the country. N
Everyone may seek his own happi
ness in the way that seems good to
himself, provided that he infringe not
the freedom of others to strive after
a similar end—Immanuel Kant,

\
K

WASHINGTON CHAT.

In New York city society is confined
to the famous “400.” In Washington
At the urgent request of the farm there is no particular number of folks
ers in attendance at the sessiofts of who are in the social game. All who
Farmers’ Week in February, the Col can get in are in and more are ever
lege is arranging for a summer meet without the gate trying to break in.
ing to be held on June 17, 18, 19. All In no other city is there so much go
of*thé sessions will be held out-of- ing on socially, the year round, as in
doors, under tents and near the fields Washington, largely because the city
and bams to which the subject under’ is thé home of government officials of
discussion may be related. At this leading and lesser light, army and
time of year the crops will be well navy officers and diplomats and rep
grown and the results of the various resentatives from foreign countries.
experimental fields and plots very Mrs. Congressman must give a renoticeable.
cèption and invites all others who are
Many farmers from all parts of the in the Co’ngressional set, if she ex
State have already signified their in pects to be invited to receptions and
tention of visiting the college at this entertainments herself. Arid her aim
time. A number of' Montgomery is to endeavor to outdo all the 'recep
county farmers are expecting to make tions that have eyer been given/ be
the trip bv auto and will be piloted fore. Mrs. Senator must do the same
by County Agent A. K. Rothenberger. for those of (her social standing. Army
The distance is' about 225 miles over officers and their wives and families
good roads. The trip to' the college must “keep up with the Jones’,” if
will be made on Tuesday, June 17 and they are to be in the swim at all. And
the'return on Friday, June 20. The every évent is sure to1 be chronicled
trip can b e ‘made either by rail or in the local papers so that • “who’s
auto and all interested in going-should who’.’ will be fully made known to
get in touch with the Farm, Bureau society and those who are mere look
office.
ers-on. Florists, caterers, modistes
HOG' CHOLERA QUARANTINE. and stationers of the better sort are
There seems to be considerable mis prosperous merchants in Washington,
understanding of .the ’ hog cholera thriving because of society.
quarantine regulations as to their ef
Crime has never been so prevalent
fect on the farmer. The impression in Washington as now. Big and little
seems to be general that all farmers’* "robberies of homes and stores occur
hogs are quarantined and th at their during the day and night. Women are
hogs'cannot be sold or moved without held up on the streets, at the point of
a permit. This is not the intent of pistols and relieved of theiri purses
the regulations. The quarantine ap and jewelry. The record for automo
plies only to hogs collected for sale biles stolen is from five to eight
purposes and hogs suspected of hav daily, arid all in the face of the fact'
ing cholera or having been exposed that the police force has been into the disease. Because of the many cread in number and is more, vigilant
inquiries we wish to quote the follow than ever. Citizens are alarmed at
theicrirhe wave. And to cap the cli
ing Sections of the regulations.
Section 4. All stock-yards and max, the superintendent of the Dis
stock-pens where trading in swine is trict of Columbia jail permitted a col
carried on; and all public sale pre ored murdered to escape and also ad
mises, railroad cars, railroad and mitted that two of his guards escorted
other feeding and watering yards and an Italian, indicted for murder, to fli^.
pens : in common use, within the said home and there let him remain four
quarantined counties are regarded as hours ao as to participate in an Easten
infected with hog cholera and are de dance. The Italian was returned to
clared under quarantine 'restrictions. jail, but the superintendent and his
No swine may be removed from such guards have been discharged.
yards, pens and premises for purposes
The officers, and enlisted men of the
other than immediate slaughter; ex Medical Department of *the Army,
cept on permit from the State Live both at home and abroad, will be .ad
stock Sanitary Board.
\ vised by the Surgeon General that
Section 10. Swjne that are not "af there is little prospect, of an early re
fected with, and that have not been lease from duty. Only in case of ab
exposed to hog cholera or other solute dependency, or a necessary con
dangerous transmissible disease, may nection with some industry of import
be shipped or moved in clean crates, ance, will be Considered a valid reason
into, within or out of said quarantined for discharge. It is claimed that too
counties Without permit or inspecion. many releases have already been
Section 11. The removal of healthy granted in this department, leaving
swine from pne uninfected premise to the service seriously short of compe
another uninfected premise is permit tent doctors and nurses to care for the
ted; except when such swine may have -wounded overseas’ and in this country.
been exposed to disease as provided in
American women are to play an im
Section 4 of these regulations.
portant part in the presidential elec
A. K. ROTHENBERGER,
tion in 1920. The stage is set for
y Comity, Agent. them by the steering committees hav
ing the Woman Suffrage Bill in
charge in both Senate and House. Re
ROAD BONDS OUT JULY 1.
p o rtsare coming in to the committees
Harrisburg, May 5.'—Governor from woman suffrage organizations
Sprdul informed the Senate to-night in all states advising that they are
th at he had decided to issue $12,000,- successful iri lining up the majority
000 of road bonds on or about July 1, of Congressmen who have been home
and $18,000,000 additional on or about on vacation between sessions, also
July 1, 1920. The bondS are to bear telling that the new members who-will
4% per cent, interest and mature in take their seats for the first time
not less, than 30 years from date of when the extra session begins, have
issue. The Governor’s communica not been omitted in their ’campaign.
tion is as follows:
It looks as if the Woman Suffrage
“In conformity with section 7 of Amendment will become a certainty
the act entitled ‘An act authorizing within the next few months..
the issue and sale of bonds- to the
Every locality has devised stunts of
amount of fifty millions of dollars various kind's to promote local inter
($50',000,000) by the Commonwealth est in the Victory Loan, but the palm
of Pennsylvania; defining the powers must be. handed to the Victory Loan
arid duties of the Governor, the Audit Committee of Washington, which pro
or General pnd the State Treasury in vides a free ride in an aerbplane to
relatiori thereto; making an appro the person ’each day who sells the
priation of the proreeds of ... such largest amount of bonds. The buyers
bonds for the purpose of improving of bonds are not left out, as the one
and rebuilding the highways of the who purchases the greatest number
Commonwealth; providing for the of bonds is also to take <a trip thru
payment of interest on, and^the re the air, and without other expense.
demption of, bonds by -the Sinking
Fund Commission; and «making an
GIANT CHESTNUT TREE
appropriation to carry out the pro
visions of this act!
DYNAMITED.
“And, in order th at you may provide
by appropriation tiie moneys neces
The monster chestnut tree on the
sary for the sinking fund of the Com farm of Erwin Schantz, one mile
monwealth; for the payment of the,in northwest of Spinnerstown, Bucks
terest on said bonds rind the principal county, was blown to fragments on
thereof at maturity, I have the' honor Thursday afternoon when one hun
to inform you th at it is iriy puprose dred and ten pounds of dynamite and
to issue pn or about July 1, 1919, 220 cartridges were exploded under
bonds to the amount of twelve mill the base of the tree. The explosion
ions ,of dollars ($12,000,000), and on lifted the tree about teri feet >arid
or about July 1, 1920, bonds to the deposited it in fragments over the
amount of eighteen millions of- dol ground. The blasting left a crater of
lars ($18,000,000), as authorized by ten feet in depth and about fifteen feet
th e ; aforesaid act of Assembly, said in diameter. The work of blasting the
bonds to bear-interest at-the rate of tree was in change of Arthur La4% per cent, per annum* and be pay Motte, manager of the technical de
able in not less than 30 years from partment of thé E. I. duPont' Powder
the date of issue.”
Company, of Wilmington, Delaware.
Members of the United States For
VALLEY FORGE VALUES FIXED. estry Commission who made a careful
’ ■. \ - study of the tree estimate its age at
A jury in Civil Court, Norristown, between three and four hundred years.
Friday fixed the value of Valley Forge About two. years ago blight dahiaged
farm land a t $337.50 an acre, although the tree arid later lightning struck
the owner’s claim was $600 an acre, as it with the result th at the tree was
building sites. There are 20 acres barren for some timë. The tree meas
in the tract, which has a frontage on ured 34 feet 6 inches iri circumference
both thè Gulph and Port Kennedy att the basé, and about 11 feet in di
roads, not far from the inn at Valley ameter. Seven men with outstretched
Forge. The State took it about two arms, fingers .touching, encircled the
years ago, and was required by the tree to show the circumference of the
jury to pay $646.88 as a penalty for giant. The tree was declared by Uni
detention Of the money. The actual ted States Forestry Commissioners to
award oi damages by the, jury was be the largest chestnut tree in the
$6750, which,' with the ’ detention country and the largest known tree of
money , brought their award to John any kind save the redwoods of Cali
F. Hallman, life tenant, and Mrs. fornia., The tree was sixty'feet high.
Mary E. S. Evans, owner, up to
$7396.88. The original jury of view,
MONTANA CRYSTALS.
from which an appeal to the Court of
The crystals from Montana are
Common Pleas was taken, awarded
found in veins from foujGto Seven
damages to the amount of $5250.
feet wide, probably a hundred feet
BEARS BECOME PEST IN ALASKA deep and several miles long.
They have not,1*however, the abso
Under goyernment protection the lute perfection that characterized the
brown beatChas.so increased in num iceland specimens during some cen
bers in Alaska, that cattle arid sheep turies after their discovery, but it
are safe cmly iri stron# buildings. The is hoped that better ones may be ob
bears demolish fences and they swim tained by more careful methods of
'
the channels in' the smaller islands mining.
Some of them are slightly cloudy,
where settlers have sent cattle \and
sheep iri the belief that they would be and the. majority, although perfectly
safe. The bear, too, is a great de clear, show interior clearage. The
stroyer of salmon. It is so fastidious bureau of standards has made an en
that it will eat only the salmon cheeks, couraging report upori the specimens
and will, consume one-third of its submitted to it.
weight iri this delicàcy every day. .
“Truth is stranger than fiction.”
Quarrels would not, last long if the “Yes,” said Miss Cayenne. “It is not
fault was only on one sid$.—Da Roche only scarcer, but often less entertain
ing,”—Washington Star.
foucauld,
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NEWS FROM TRAPPE.

Ç0UNTY AND STATE ITEMS.

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Fry, of Norris
There are 42,378 persons in Berks
town, spent the week end with Miss county who own their homes.
Sue Fry.
Because there are few surviving
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Johnson enter members, the Boyertown G- A. R. Post
tained the following guests on Sun has surrendered its charter.
day: Mr. and Mrs. King and family,
Joe Ceteovi, in jail at Norristown
Sergeant Harry Dengler and Mr.
Samuel Bean, of Norristown, Miss for slashing half a dozen meri at Fort
Grace Swartley, of Evansburg, and Side, has been declared insane.
Stricken with heart disease shortly
Mrs.' Byer, of Willow Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. King, of Philadelphia, after eating breakfast, William Kei-1
visited Mrs. I. A. Moser on Sunday. ser, 61 years old, of Sanatoga, died iri
a few minutes.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Poley, of RoyHerbert Krum, a Lehighton angler,
ersford, spent Sunday with Mr. and
caught
in Big Creek a trout measur
Mrs. A. C. Poley.
ing 119% inches in length.
Mr. Edward Thomas and Mr. and
Struck by an automobile, Michael
Mrs. R. Ashenfelter, of Philadelphia,
and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Keyser and Towers, an aged resident of Phbenixfamily, of Norristown, spent Sunday- ville, suffered severe injuries.
Pounced upon by another boy while
with Miss Sallie Thomas.
William T. Miller spent Sunday iri picking up a ball,/Franklin Heck, of
Reading, suffered 'a broken leg.
Philadelphia.
The 14 Odd Fellows’ lodges in Le
Misses Hazel and Adelaide Grater
high
county had 367 men in the army
visited Mrs. James Weikel, of Phila
in France.
delphia over the week end.
Missing his footing while cleaning
Mrs. Mary Lfghtkep, of Norristown,
windows
at Allentown Red Cross
spent Sunday with Mr. and 5Mrs. M.
headquarters, Dewis Mellrier fell and
B. Schrack.
,
was seriously injured.
,Mr. and Mrs. Hosea Walker and son
Five thousand chicks perished when
visited Mr. and MrsZ-Hiram Bucher
the machinery’in the brooder of Leh’s
and family on Sunday.
chicken ranch at Egypt went wrong,
Private Alan Harley, of Cape May smothering them.
;
Hospital spent the week end with his
Although 82 years old, Mrs. Jemina
parents.
Klotz left Allentown alone on a jour
Miss Lillie Stoudt, of Norristown,' ney of 1000. miles to visit her son,
visited Mrs. Ella Wisler on Sunday. ^Milton, at Burlington, Iowa.
Mrs,. Murick has recently had an
Caught under an 18-foot log, which
¡operation performed upon her injured he was dragging, William E. German
hand.
Of Andreas, Berks corinty, suffered theq
John Simmons has moved into his crushing of his left leg.
recently rented home in this vicintÿ.
Caught by a belt which he wasMr. H. Roland Longacre is at pres'- slipping on a pulley, Robert Fidler, a
ent pitching for the Rochester team— Hamburg carpenter, suffered the frac
International League.
1 ture of both bones in his left forearm.
Frank Entwlstle, of Port Carbon, a
Mr. and Mrs. George Baldwin and
son Ralph, of Norristown, and Mr. former soldier, whose legs were cut
Earl Ruth, of Philadelphia, spent off in an accident on the Reading Rail
Srinday with Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Ruth. way, died at the Pottsville Hospital.
Stepping into a vat of boiling water
Mrs. Michael Mignogna and Misses
at
the Ivy Rock Steel Plant, Myron
Rose and Josephine Mignogna spent
Hampton, of Norristown, was badly
the week end in Philadelphia.
scalded.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bean enter
The Seltmann & Knight Silk Com
tained friends .from Philadelphia on
pany is moving its machinery from
Sunday. .
its old building into a large riew plant
Private J. Herbert Weikel—103 at Pottstown.
Engineers—Iron Division—a former
The contract for Boyertown’s new
resident of Trappe has recently re
High
School buiding, costing approxi
turned from France.
mately $115,000, was awarded to W.
Mr. Earl Scheffey has purchased a J. EJliott, of CoatesVille.
Chevrolet touring car.
Admitting that he attempted to
Mrs. H. H. Snyder, of Reading, is hold a 'funeral for a woman who had
spending some time with Rev. W. O. died of spotted feer, Michael Volpe, a
Fegely and family.
Norristown undertaker, was fined $10
On Saturday evening the Council- and costs by/the Burgess.
men . and their wives of Augustus
In collisiori with an auto at Stowe,
Lutheran church tendered a farewell Stanley Sands, of Pottstown, who was
receptiori to Rev. and Mrs. George riding a riiotorcycle, suffered a broken
Drach and family who expect to re leg, and his 5-year-old son, Donald, a
move to Baltimore, Md., in the near broken arm.
future.
To succeed E. Johnson Bunter as
Preaching service in the United principal of schools of West Norriton
Evangelical church on Sunday May township, the school board elected
11, at 2.30 p. in.; Sunday school at Miss Margaret E. Baker, of Grafton,
1.30 p. m.; C. E. on Saturday evening W. Va., a graduate of Juriiata College.
at 7.45 p. m.—leader, David Buck- The tax rate was continued at 8 mills
waiter. Everybody welcome.
and the school term increased from
Mr. Martin Beer, father of Mrs. nine to ten months.
George Hare, died ion Monday. His
body has bçen moved to Philadelphia
FIUME DISPUTE SETTLED.
where interment will take place this
According to a dispritc^to the Ex
week,
change Telegraph from’Paris Monday
the question regarding Fiume has
SUNDAY SCHOOL INSTITUTE
been settled in full agreement with
the Italian Government' on the., basis
AND CONFERENCE.
that Fiume shall remain an autono
The Sunday .schools of the 13th mous port for two years, when it shall
district of Montgomery' county will be assigned tq Italy.
With the Italian question settled,
hold a district institute and confer
ence in St. Luke’s church,. Trappe, on almost complete unanimity of senti
Friday evening, May 16 at 8 o’clock. ment would prevail in the peace con
Besides the election of officers and ference. The obstacle represented by
other business of the district an ad the protests of the Belgians has been
dress op Sunday school work will be surmounted by th e Belgian Crown
delivered by Rev. John Mi Peck, of Council having decided unanimously
Norristown. There will be other brief to sign- the treaty, it having been
addresses. The schools that comprise pointed out by the head of the Bel
the thirteenth district are Ebenezer gian 1delegation that the document
U. E. and Salem Evangelical of Lim gave honorable arid satisfactory terms
erick, Grace U. E., Augustus Lutheran to Belgium.
China’s protest against the award
arid St. Luke’s Reformed of Trappe,
Trinity Reformed of Collegeville, of Kiao-Chau to Japan and a, number
Yerkes Mennonite, St. James’ P. E. of smaller items are yet under dis
and the M. E. of Evansburg, and the cussion. The Council of Three sat
Lower Providence /Baptist. Repre Monday afternoon in an endeavor to
sentatives from all of these schools settle the minor ones.
are expected to be present. Note the
time and place—Friday evening, May
MINERS DROP 1100 FEET.
16, at 8 o’clock in St. Luke’s cburch,
Shenandoah, Pa., May 5.—While
Trappe.
'
David Jones, a 23-year-old engineer
at Maplehill colliery shaft here, was
[f. STATE POLICE BILL WINS,
lowering the eleventti cage of 10 men
Thé House Monday night, by a vote each into the mines, 1100 feet down, in
-of 131 to 62, passed finally the Powell the bowels of the eàrth, early this
bill providing for the reorganization morning, the monstef engines got be
of the State Police Department and yond his control and shot the 10 men
adding 87 men to the force. This on the cage to the bottom as if thrown
measure was defeated a week previous from a catapult. The cage was
by a- vote of 60 yeas and 113 nays. smashed into splinters as it struck
The legislation now goes to the Sen- the bottom, hurling the !unfortunate
!ate. The first and one of the most men ip all directions into the gang
impressive speeches was iriade by way. The empty, cage, coming up in
Thomas M. Whiteman, of Latrobe. He the twin side of the shaft, was sent
told the story of the awful murder of over the sleeve wheels, wrecking the
Emma Austraw and how the people of top of the shaft, toiihe horror of hun
Westmoreland .county are looking to dreds of miners waiting to-be lowered
the State police to apprehend the fiend into the mine, who ran for their lives
or fiends guilty of the crime. Word to escape flying debris of crashing
came while he was speaking that the timbers and iron from the top of the
constabulary had caught the; criminal shaft.
Edward Zeltinski, of this city, was
and va confession had been secured.
killed outright, and the following were
Mr. Whiteman said1:
“One of the many reasons why I so badly injured that little hope is
am for this bill was the funeral this felt for. their recovery: Joseph Berafternoon , in my home town. The cusky, Michael August, George Wynbroken and mutilated body of ^ f r a g  eski, Nofman Gaslinski, Martin Broile girl of 19 was carried to her grave. peck, Michael Sincavage, Blodis DeLast Monday afternoon this young covaick and John Shecavage, all of
school teacher disappeared. Develop this city, and- Charles Frorgonis, of
ments show that she was attacked, Mahanoy City.
So great was the shock that in
leather thongs tied about her hands,
and was, finally, cruelly murdered. many cases the bones and ribs pro
We of Westmoreland county are look truded through the victims’ flesh. The
ing to the State Police to apprehend injured men were taken to thé State
''
the fiend who perpetuated this crime. Hospital.
We know that when these men once
take the trail they never stop until . ‘/You don’t always agree with other
the guilty man is brought to justice, members of your party.” “No,” re
If this bill carried an appropriation plied Senator Sorghum. “Of course
of $5,000,000 I would vote for it to I’m opep to argument, but a man who
night, if nothing more than the cap never disagrees with anything is in
ture of this fiend was to be accom great danger of being entirely over
plished.’’
looked.”—Washington Star.
“But, Mabel, on what grounds does
Because right is right, to follow
your father object to me?” “On any
right
Were wisdom in scorn of conse grounds within a mile of our house.”
—Houston Post.
quence,
—Tennyson.
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IN D E P E N D E N T

P U B L IS H E D

T Ü T J R S ip A Y .

C O L L É G E V IL L E , M ONTGOM ERY CO U N TY, P A .

E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, May 8, I9IS.
BU RN NOW AN D F R E E Z E L A T E R .
A versatile genius, oné J. E. Jones, representing the Ü . S. Press
Association, elaborates in à public statement respecting the “ Burning
Up of Am erica”/; the point of bis argument being that the present
extensive burning of America now means the freezing, later, of a
considerable part of the American population. The first thought is
that Mr. Jones is an untrammeled alarmist with wild eyes and flow
ing locks. • Sober second thought invites the co n cision that he is a
justifiable alarmist, even though his figures may bear some revision.
He lets himself out, in part, as follows:
Cold shins and quivering goose-flesh is in store for our grand
children, for in 56 years the Eastern District, which includes the
most accessible and best coal in'the country, will be finished. The
Eastern, Central and' Southern Districts will be exhausted in 64
years; and the entire United States and Alaska will be without coal
in 83 years. These figures are based on estimates from the United
States Geological Survey. Wasteful America, which fHttjered away
its wealth of timber in the East and Middle West, is raiding its coal
mines. Coal consumption during the last three years, has been in
creasing at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum.
Notwithstanding the fact that even geologists can furnish no
definite knowledge as to'ttle amount of coal yet stored in the U. S.
quarter of'the earth, within accessible depths, it is a reasonable con
clusion that the future supply of black diamonds.and of bituminous
coal is absolutely limited. Moreover, it is certain that the time will
come when that supply will be exhausted. Nature relinquished doal
producing operations, in large part, very many thousands of years
ago, and will never resume 1 Nature is taking too account of the
extravagance, in any particular, of her creatures. If they haven’t
sense enough to practice economy arid make provisions, within their
power, for the future, they will eventually, suffer the consequences of
their unwisdom.
In many respects the human race plunges
ahead with such r e c k l e s s and e x t r a v a g a n t ardor as to indicate
no comprehension of the very strong probability that humanity will
continue to exist for tens of thousands of years on this planet; a's
though it was the work of only a few generations to determine the
final destiny of mankind ! Those who may be disposed to regard
Mr. Jones as being nlore or less of a nerve-wrecker are to be very
seriously reminded that in the course of centuries to come the in
habitants of the temperate zone will) be required to huddle them
selves in the equatorial belt of the old earth, or freez.e !— provided,
meanwhile, all the water-power, available, in the temperate zone is
not e c o n o m i c a l l y u t i l i z e d , and .vast areas are not» reforested from
time tri time; and, provided, further, man does not practically, and
on a large scale, s u c c e e d in contriving some plan or other whereby
solar heat or energy can be stored, and released where needed.. The
first two provisos involve only the application of common sense and
industry. The third proviso is very “ much up in the a ir” as yet,
and may remain there. Therefore, the obvious duty o f the people of
the United States, if they have any humane feelings respecting'future
generations of humanity, is to shut off all extravagance in fuel con
sumption, and set about to, make provisions, to utilize water energy
for heat and the generation of, electricity, and engage in reforestration on a large scale. H it ’em up, Mr. Jones. You are en
gaged in a great cause— much greater than m any;of your fellow
countrymen reckon it to be, because of their thoughtlessness arid
shortsightedness.
G o v e r n o r S p r o u l did right in

vetoing the bill passed by the

Legislature prohibiting instruction in the Glèrman language in the
public schools of the State.

The Geririan language, altogether aside

from the unspeakable hellishness of the Huns in evidence during
the war, is spoken by’ many citizens of German birth living in the
United States.

Moreover, the language of the Teutons figures in the

various sciences and arts and ranks among the leading languages of
Europe, and it should be the privilege of those who desire to study
it to have the opportunity of doing so; so long as such effort is not
permitted to interfere with thorough instruction in English. The
United States Will trade with Germany in time of »peace, and fight
Germany, i f Ne c e s s a r y , so tpat familiarity with the language, on
the part o f a considerable number of the people of the United States
is not to be underrated in importance. The im p o r t a n t c o n s id e r 
a t io n is, respecting the teaching of German1 to American pupils, the
selection of text books that contain t r u t h s , not f a l s e h o o d s a n d
w i l d e x a g g e r a t i o n s , concerning Germ any’s past history, inclusive
of the world war. It should be regarded as a crime to use any text
book that contains anything in the shape of German propaganda.
It is worth while to note in this connection that the character of
some of the text books, pertaining to history as well as tq other sub
jects, used in our public schools, is not as reliable and unbiased as it
should be.
I t appears that Brother Lutz, of Town and Country, Pennsburg,
is in possession of special information, of particular1 suggestiveness,
respecting the “ resurrection of butterflies from caterpillars,” and,
the “ resurrection of oak trees from acorns.” Pending the intercep
tion of additional elucidation, I must wonder !
O le H anson , Mayor qf Seattle, Washington, hap some reason tq
designate the policy pursued by the Government toward anarchy and
the T. W .
as a skim milk, weak, vascillating and a changeable
one. He recently declared that the Government was on the wrong
track in starting conferences instead of cemeteries with the I. W . W .,
and said: “ I trust Washington will huck up and clean up and either
hang or incarcerate for life all the anarchists in the country.” Mayor
Hanson thinks straight and has a vigorous spine.

BIOINCREASE IN ,

HOG PRODUCTION
Cholera Treatment Is Great As
sistance in Filling Pork Bar
rel of Nation.

MANYANIMALS IMMUNIZED
It Is Estimated That More Than 37,500,000 Pounds of Pork Were Add
ed to Supply During Fiscal
Year . Ending June 30.
(P repared by t h e U n ited S ta te s D e p a rt
m en t o f A griculture.)

Dogskins of Commerce.
Dogskins are made up into rugs for
sleeping mats and clothing,. The hair
is long and thick and of all' colors,
from a rich black through all shades
and combinations of brown,, yellow and
gray to pure white. The last are the
finest. There are thousands of dog
farms dotted over southwestern Man
churia and eastern Mongolia, where
from twenty to some hundreds of dogs
are raised annually - as- a source of
wealth. For example, a bride will
have as her dowry a number of dogs
in proportion to her father’s means.
Nowhere else in the -world are found
Such splendid dogskins—for size’
length of hair and quality—as the ex
treme '¿old develops there. A full-sized
robe is 8 by 08 fitches, taken from
sight flogs. The -dogs are cruelly
strangled when eight months old, in
midwinter, the coats being then at
their best. The export in 1910 was
806,000 pieces.—Nyack Evening Jour
nal.

Two Words of Significance.
Advance of the /serum and virus
A familiar word which falls into
treatment for hog cholera Is credited
with being largely responsible for re (this classification is enthusiasm. When-,
Great Names In American History.
cent great development of the traffic [we say that a man is “filled with en
Fi-ance sent both troops and ships
thusiasm”
we
assert
that
he
is
poein stocker and feeder hogs. It is esti
of w.ar to help the Americans at the
fsessed
by
a
god,
for
that
is
the
mean
mated that more; than 37,500,000
siege of Yorktown. The land forces,
pounds of pork were added to tne na ing which the word had in its early both French and American, were un
’Greek
form—enthusiasmes.
It
then
tion’s supply by this traffic in the fis
der the supreme command of Gen
cal year that ended June 30, alfhough mad the significance whifch we more eral Washington, but the French dlregulations were modified to help the closely express today by the term in visions were under the immediate
industry only on January 2. Fhrther spiration. Aspire also has a fine sig command- of Lieutenant ' General ■the
notable growth of the traffic is ex nificance. It is really, one of the most Count de Roehambeau. When Lord
'forceful words in the English lan
pected.
Cornwallis surrendered his British
During the fiscal year ending June guage, deriving from the Latin, aspiro, army he surrendered to Washington,
which
meant
“to
breathe
toward.”
30, there were 254,731 head of swine’
Roehambeau and De Grasse, naming
inspected and immunized against Thus a runner, striving to reach his them in that order. The articles of
hog cholera by inspectors of the bu goal, may be said to aspire or “breathe surrender were signed by “Cornwallis"
reau of animal industry at public toward” it. We have raised the word and “Thomas Symonds” (British naval
stock yards and shipped to country to an even better usage than it had commander) on behalf of the British,
points fo r. feedihg and breeding pur ambng the Romans, for aspire now and on behalf of the Americans and
poses. The average weight of these means the longing and striving for the French by “G. Washington,” “Le
,
animals at the time of immunization ■ noblest things in life.
Cbnite de Roehambeau” and “Le
was approximately 100 pounds. Prob
Comte de Barros.” Count de Barres
ably 250,000 of the number were
signed f«r De Grasse, who was absent.
Notable English Poet.
shipped for feeding purposes and: later
;
Robert
Southey,
an
English
poet
and
were returned to the markets at an
average' weight of 250 to.275 pounds, miscellaneous writer, aside from his
Sympathetic Electricity.
giving an approximate total increase literary work, came Into considerable
There are ¡certain facts which hav^
notoriety
for
his
socialistic
scheme
and
of from 37,500,000 to 43,500,000 pounds
an attempt to carry out with Coleridge to be accepted, because they do exist;
of pork.
and another friend a plan which they and among these Is the fact thus set
How Hog Cholera Spreads.
named “Pantlsocracy,” in which it was down in Ganot’s Physics (ed. 1881).
Many years ago light-weight hogB proposed to take unto themselves ' “When a glass rod, or a stick of seal
and piggy sows were sold at the mar ¡wives and emigrate to America, and on ing wax, «r shellac, is held in the
kets as- feeders and breeding animals, [the banks of the Susquehanna river hand, and is rubbed with a piece of
respectively, and shipped indiscrim carry out their ideas. They married flannel or with the skin*of a cat, the
inately to all sections of the country. three sisters, but the scheme went no parts rubbed will be found to have
This spread hog-cholera infection farther. In literary industry Southey (the property of attracting light bodies,
throughout all swine-ratsing sections, [was one of the most notable figures of such as pieces of silk, wool, feathers,
and;was one of the causes of the stag- his time; and his lucid masculine and paper, bran, gold leaf, etc.”:.That Is
(melodious prose style gives his works to say, the rod or wax becomes -elec
a value even when they have been trified' by rubbing it with the skin of a
-superseded in regard to substance. cat. You generate electric sparks in
[Southey died at Keswick March 21, the fur of ypur black cat by frietibn.
The possibility has been known for
1843.
centuries. Why the fur of the cat
rather than the fur of a rabbit or dog
is not known.
The General’s Drop.
I have-been told this story of a
"flying” general, who has had esF
- Carpet Snakes.
perienee as a parachutist. A few days
The carpet-snake is a good climber,
ago he was a passenger in an air says a correspondent in the Sydney
plane going north. After a while he Bulletin, as any poultry keeper in the
picked Up a village where he Intended bush knows. I found one under tiie
to stop for a day or two, and informed ridge-capping of a roof, where there
the pilot, who at once signified his in were only straight walls to get up. It
tention of making a landing. “Oh I* also got on to the roosts at. night after
Don’t stop 1” shouted the general, and chooks even when the ladder had been
he proceeded to attach himself to à
away, said roosts befng laid
parachuté and his suitcase to another. taken
across from the topt of one wall to
He dropped the case overboard and another. Climbing a tree, which a
then stepped off himself. General and
County Agent vInoculating Pig With suitcase floated down geiitly and safe snake can encircle, is a comparatively
' Cholera Serum.
ly to earth, while the airplane con-, easy Job to .that. The carpet has two
fairly strong claws attached to rudi
tinued its flight.—Exchange."
mentary legs, and I can only surmise
gening losses from that disease. The
that it uses these in getting up a
United States department of agricul
straight slab wall.
ture thereupon- Issued an order pro
For Fallen Arches.
hibiting the interstate shipment of
Seeking relief from fallen arches, an
hogs from public stockyards except for- engineer has Invented a muscle
Afghan Origin.
immediate slaughter. The effect of strengthener with which the benefits
Afghan historians date their people's
that order was that all | light-weight of massage and exercise can be ap
hogs—-sotne of them young sows suit plied to the bottom of the foot. It beginnings to King Saul and refer to
able for breeding—sent to the markets consists of a series of wooden disks of them as Children of Israel, a theory
were slaughtered, and the pork which varying diameters, mounted on a rod that may have gained popular accept
would have been produced, had they in such order that they thoroughly ance because of the Afghan’s Semitic
grown to maturity, as well as the po-' massage the entire sole when the foot appearance, but It is not generally,
tential breeding value of the sows, was is moved back and -forth over them, credited by ethnologists. Afghan lit
erature Is rich in poetry, mostly war
consequently lost.
causing them to revolve. It is claimed
In addition, the fact that many of that this treatment not only tends to epics and love lyrics. All . but the
kafirs are Mohammedan,
these animals were nót especially de strengthen the muscles, bat also stim mountain
and
they
cling
to a pagan belief in
sirable for slaughter made them bring; ulates circulation and gives relief which (are blended
faint suggestions
comparatively low priees, frequently after hard walking. It -is designed for
of old mythologies and ancient relig
resulting In actual loss |o the shippers. home or gymnasium use.
ions.—National Geographic Society.
Quarantine Order Modified.
After the serum and virus treatment
- Disciplined to Matrimony.
against hog cholera was standardized
Mystical Numbers.
Among the non-Burmese tribes that
by specialists of thedepartm ent, an
Poor puss is as notoriously hard to
order was issued permitting -swine to live in Burma women are not thought kill as a weasel, which no doubt gave
be shipped i-rom public stockyards for much of. The Banyak or Banyaugs, rise to the popular- attribution of nine
feeding or 'breeding purposes when for instance, will not marry unless Uvea to her. Shakespeare knew of the
they had been given such treament un they áre ordered to do so, and the saying, as witness this dialogue from
der the supervision of a department prospective bridegroom often has to Romeo and Juliet : “What wouldst
inspector. However, it was required be dragged to the bride’s house. It is thou have with me?” “Good king of
that treated swine should be held in left, however, to the Was to reach the cats, nothing but one of your nine
the yards 21 days before shipment, dépths of ungallantry, for with them lives.” Nine was an old mystical num
"this periocP being later reduced to 14 marriage is a question of sale or ex ber—five and three were the others—
days. The cost of feeding the ani change. A prepossessing bride is esti three represents a p erfv t unity ; twice
mals during the quarantine period mated at a few buffaloes, one who is three Is the perfect dual; thrice three
was so. great' that the traffic did not ill-favored may be had in exchange is the perfect plural,” says Brewer’s
reach any considerable proportions. for a pair of fowls or even a dog.
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable.
But with added knowledge and ex
perience in the control of hog cholera,
For China Collector«.
Frlendehlpsof Youth.
and amplification of state laws govern
It is well to keep a china collection
Cultivate, kindly reader, those friend
ing its control, the department thought of one kind or period together, if pos
it safe to permit the shipment of treat sible, the effect being thereby greatly ships of your youth; it Is only in that
generous time that they are found.
ed hogs at once to points in states
which have regulations requiring that enhanced; Indeed, the same thing.ap How different the intimacies of after
to most collections. When the days are, and how much weaker the
such animals be held in local quaran plies
collections are numerous and space grasp of your own hand after it has
tine until 21 days have elapsed since- not overabundant, there is a good deal
the date of treatment. The orger per to be s&id for the plan of patting some been shaken in 20 years’ commerce
mitting this became effective on Janu things away for a time, end bringing with the world' and has squeezed and
dropped a thousand equally careless
ary 2, 1918.
others out In their place. Collectors palms. As you can seldom fashion
Previous to that date, shipments of generally
enjoy handling and rearrang
immunized swine had been, compara ing their treasures, and every change your tongue to speak a new language
tively few, while since that time the may result In showing these to greater after twenty, the heart refuses to re
ceive friendships pretty soon ; it gets'
number has grown rapidly. No doubt advantage.
too hard to, yield to the Impressions.—
is entertained that as the facilities for
Thackeray.
handling such animals are improved
and the general knowledge with refer
Future for Honduras.
ence to hog cholera is Increased, theI Early: Traffic In Humanity.
Honduras is a great natural grazing
traffic in stocker and feeder hogs from country, there being vast tracts of
The traffic in men came probablypublic stockyards yvill have a steady laud which remain green j the year from Chaldea into Egypt, Arabia, and
■growth and will become a tremendous around. Developfnent of the industry all over the Blast. In Greece, in the
factor in the production and conserva has been retarded by lack of any can» time of Homer, 962-915 p. C., all pris
tion of food.
nlng or freezing works In the country oners of war were treated as slaves.
itself and the small export market Alexander, when he razed Thebes, sold
A Delicious Table Fowl.
that has existed in the past. If ft the whole people for slaves, 335 B. G.
The meat of the guinea fowl is dark, steady market develops for Honduras Chrtstlap slaves captured by tiie
but of delicious flavor, being preferred cattle there will be a great growth «£ Turks were trained as Infantry in the
Turkish army, 1329.
to chicken by many.
the industry in- that country.

How Laundering Affects Cloth.
After 80 washings with hard soap,
soda, sodium silicate an 8 perborate, re
spectively, linen, and cotton textiles
From Editor Meredith’s Quakertown Free Press :
Ishowed higher strength lvalues with
Physical defects and ailments to the extent of 40 per cent, ’h ard water than with soft water. With
among the 26 ,000,000 boys and girls of school age in the country is soft water sodium silicate showed a
the startling figure recently announced by Major-Geueral Gorgas. In .distinct injurious action on cotton, and
[perborate was still more harmful.
most children these derangements are’ slight and easily remedied, 'Goods washed with spap -improve in
but, neglected, may eventuate into physical handicaps for the rest of ¡luster and show a brilliant white color
:by reflected light; goods'washed in
their natural lives.
In Pennsylvania medical supervision* is exercised and recom “soda show a strong yellowish color in
light with a slight shade
mendations for the correction of defects are made to the parents. transmitting
of pink; byT-eflected light they appear
Frequently thes,e are disregarded either because parents are too poor, .slightly gray. After washing With silitoo miserly, or too indifferent to have them corrected. In case of icate the goods are white but quite
poverty, the community should see to it that all promising children without luster, being dull and chalky.
be given the proper treatment. As for miserliness, the first means
at band should be exercised to compel any one sunken so low as to
Macaulay’s Lap»».
èsteem money before health to disgorge promptly and with interest.
The taste for oriental and for Euro
pean china is a widespread one. Queen
Indifference, ditto.
Every child brought into the world has the right to unimpaired' ■Mary, thé wife of William of Orange,
!seems to have had one. of the first
faculties and a robust constitution. Parents who have disregarded ’great collections of Chinese porcelain,
the laws of health, in whatever way, and have banded down the i An entry in Evelyn’s diary for June
effects to their children surely should do all in their power to lessen ¡13, 1693, describes how he "saw the
queen’s rare cabinets and collection of
the suffering for which they are in the main responsible.
1 I We are in need of a new code of health. Physicians are not as china, which was wonderfully rich and
plentiful.” Macaulay has a very unslow in telling us as we are in realizing it. It is our business to re !sympathetic allusion to the matter, for
duce that 40 per cent, materially as soon as ever it can be accom he tells how the queen “amused herplished. Failing in that we may some day stapd confessed shirkers jself by forming at Hampton court a
of responsibility,, if not conspicuously culpablé, before our own vast collection of hidepus images;” a
curieusly inept piece ef criticism.
pffspring.
IN JU STICE TO YO U N G STER S.

' Liquid Ain
Air, like all gases, may be brought
into a liquid by the combined effect c i
lowering the temperature and expand
ing it sufficiently. Air, however, cannot
be liquefied by any pressure what
ever so long as its temperature Is
higher than about 2}20 degrees Fahren
heit below zero; but If it first be
cooled to a temperature,slightly below
this point it condenses to a liquid
upon the application of pressure of 39
atmospheres. When liquid air i s ‘ex
posed in a glass vessel it absorbs heat
rapidly from surrounding objects and
boils actively until it has entirely
evaporated. The nitrogen it contains
evaporates faster than the oxygen,
however,‘And the liquid remaining in
the vessel becomes increasingly rich
in oxygen until toward the last it con
sists almost entirely of that gas.—
¡Brooklyn Eagle.

Relic of a Lost Race.
At Casa Grande, near Florence, Italy,
is the ruin, with walls still standing.
Of what probably was the last' com
munal house erected on the southern
plains by a race of pueblo builders
that probably had departed elsewhere
or had been merged with wilder tribes
even before the passing to the west
ward of ,the Aztec south-bound pil
grimage aboqt the year 1300.
Not Adapted for Pet.
The average-sized Alaska walrus is
as big as an sx and often weighs more
than a ton. A walrus was recently
killed by some whalers near Point Barrow whose head weighed 80 pounds,
and skin, including flippers, 500 pounds.
The animal had a girth of 14 feet, the
skin was -from half an inch to three
Inches in thickness, and the blubber
weighed 500 pounds.
Reason for Term “ Royal." '
Naturally there is a good reason for
calling golf a royal game, inasmuch
as it was the favorite sport of the
kings and queens of Scotland and
England, as well as the dukes and
earls in ancient times. King Charles,
King James I, II, VI, Queen Mary of
Scots and others were pre-eminent
among the lovers of the recreation.

Narrow Escape.
One morning the youngest pupils
were obliged to sit upon a movable
bench to recite; soon there was a com
motion in the midst of which Edith
waved her hand excitedly and said;
“Teacher, Johnnie tipped the seat and
I almost fell off the class 1”
Good Stain Mixture.
Take, an onnee of sal-ammoniac and
salt of tartar/ mix and pour over them
a pint of soft water. Dip into It those
parts of a white article stained with
wine, fruit or mildew. After the stains
have thus been removed, wash in the
usual manner.
Marriage Custom.
For women to take their husbands*
names on the marriage day/ was a Ro
man custom. For example, we have
Octavia of Cicero, meaning Octavia,
wife of Cicero. Now we omit the “of."
Slipper' Styles.
In the east, as a general rule, Turks
wear yellow slippers, Armenians red
and Jews blue.

Week

Nemo

various new inventions
which mean so much to
health, style and general
ciency.

Nemo Wonderlift, Self-Reduc
Marvelace and Topserviee
Corsets, $3.00, up.

WARNER’S
N O R R IS T O W N . P E N N A
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

HEADQUARTERS IN NORRISTOWN FOR
Practising Physician,

G ENTS’

¡

C O L L EG EV IL L E,
Telephone In office.
Office h o a rs a n tll t a. m.

M.

GOODS

Complete assortment 6f all [ lines at lowest prices from which to
make selections. Varieties and qualities to meet all the requirements,
of our patrons.
Workmen’s Headquarters for HOSIERY, SHIFTS, COLLARS, SUS
PENDERS, GLOVES, NECKWEAR, &c.
Our country friends are always welcoine to make themselves at home
at our store when they come-to Norristown, whether purchases are
made or not.

Y . W E B E R , M . D.i

Practising Physician,
EVA N SBU RG . P a.
a. m . ; 7 to 9 p. m .

F U R N IS H IN G

Office H o w » : U n til e
B e l l ’P h o n e 65-12

T ) B . J . S. M IL L E R ,

Homeopathic Physician

WILLIAM H. GILBERT

COLLEGE VILLJB, PA. Office ho u rs u n til
10 a. m .; 12 to 2, a n d 6 to 8 p. m.

132 W est Main Street
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Next door to [Montgomery Bank

Bell 'phone, 52; U n ited , 56,

;HSHSHS2525HSE5E5H5E5H5HSH5H5H5H5;
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A . K R U 8 E N . M . D ..
NORRISTOW N. PA.
O F F IC E : BO Y ER ARCA DE. H o u r s :
8to 8, 2 to 8,7 to 8. S undays, 1 to 2 only.
D ay phone, B oyer A rcade, B ell 1170.
N ig h t pho n e: R esidence, (1218 W . M ain
St.. B ell 71«.
J ) R . S . D . C O R N IS H ,

DENTIST,
COLLEGE V IL L B , p A.
F irst-class w ork m an sh ip g u a ran tee d . Gas
a d m in istere d . P ric es reasonable.
; K eystone ’phone Nb. 81. B ell^phone 27-Y.

SCIENTIFIC HEATING
For the Home at Moderate
Cost.

The “ Novelty” Pipeless Furnace
Has the inner casing made in three
parts—an outer section of galvan
ized iron, a middle section of
asbestos board, and an inner pro
tection of sheet iron. This triple
inner casing insures a cool return
aij- space which is necessary for
perfect circulation.
REASONS WHY you should
BUY a “NOVELTY” PIPELESS
FURNACE:
The “Novelty” Pipeless Furnace
is built on principles of /Construc
tion that yield the greatest amount
of heat with the least amount of
coal. It gives solid comfort dur
ing the entire winter.
The “Novelty” Pipeless Furnace
is simple to install.
There is no possible chance of
“freeze-ups” and bursted heating
systems in zero weather—just at
ithe time when the furnace is most
needed.
It requires no piping or wall
cuttings. '
.
It eliminates danger of children,
being burned by contact with
Stoves or playing with fire.
It is made in Philadelphia and
Lansdale ; you can get repairs at
once; no need to send out west
and wait a month for any slight
repairs when needed. ■>, 1
Because you can get it from

(Successor to Dr.Ohas. K yckm an,)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA . P rao tlo al D e n tistry
a t h o n est prices. ’
TD G . L E C H N E R ,

VETERINARIAN,
O O LLEG EV ILLE, PA - H e a d q u a rte rs a t
B en u u n g ’s Oollegeville' H o te l. G ra d u ate of
U n iv e rsity of P en n sy lv an ia.
B o th ’phones,
■
2-2 ,
JJ O R A C E L . SA YLOR,

Justice oi the Peace,
O O LLEG EV ILLE, PA . R eal e sta te bought
a n d so ld ; conveyancing, In su ra n ce ,
rP H O M A S H A L L M A N ,

}

Attorney-at-L w
823 S W E D E ST R E E T , NORRISTOW N, PA .
A t m y residence, n e x t door to N a tio n a l
B ank, Oollegeville, ev ery evening.
M A Y N E R . LONG STRETH,

Attorney-at-Law,
1420 C h estn u t S tre e t, - - P h ilad elp h ia, Pa.
Room s 712-718.
J^ E L S O N P . FEO LEY ,

Attorney-at.-Law,
602 S W E D E ST R E E T . NO RRISTOW N, PA.
A t Jeffersonville, evenings. B ell ’phone
848-R-4
g

G E O , |F . C L A M E R ,
YOU R DEARER, W HO H AS BEEN L O C A TE D A T COEEEGE-

S. P O L E Y .

V IE E E FOR MORE T H A N T W E N T Y Y E A R S.

Contractor and Builder,
T R A P P E , PA.
P ro m p t a n d aoonrate in building c o n stru c
tion. E stim a te s ch eerfu lly furnished.

jm

1 !. P O L E Y ,

LIMERICK, PA.,

BUTCHER

J A C O B C. B R O W E R

Justice 61 the Peace

I

PORT PR O V ID E N C E , PA . R eal E s ta te
a n d In su ra n ce , C onveyancing a n d Col
lectin g .
8-1
| |

d e a l b r in

OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

Fresh Beef, Veal , Lamb, Smoked
Meats, Pork in Season.

INCORPORATED

MAY

13,

1871

O. S H A L L C R O S S

Contractor and Builder
G RA TERFO RD , PA.
A ll k in d s of buildings e rected . C em ent
w ork done. E stim a te s- c h eerfu lly fu rn 
ished.
ll-80-«m

P

'and

PERKIOMEN VALLEY MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

S. K O O N S ,
SO H W E N K ftV IL L E , PA.,

Slater and Roofer,

Patrons in Collegeville, Trappe, and
vicinity, served every Tuesday, Thursday
ana Saturday.
Your patronage wlll.be appreciated.

$15,400,000

INSURANCE

IN FORCE

In su re s A gainst
Fire a n d Storm
WHY DID T H E CO W
JUMP OVER THE MOON? O FFIC E o f COMPANY:
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
A. D. FETTERO LF, Secretary,
B. W. DAMBLY, Pres., Skippack.

A nd d e aler In S late, S late Flagging, G ray
Stone, e tc. » E stim a te s furnished; W ork
c o n tra c te d a t low est prices. ,
C. R A M B O ,

IRYIN

Painter and Ppperhanger
O O LL E G EV ILL E , PA . .
L a te s t designs of w all paper.

FA U ST

T E H E E S , PA.

\
1-18

B U T C H E R AND D E A L E R IN

Fresh and Smoked Meats
Pork in Season

T ^ O R S A L E .—F a rm s, residences, hotels,
build in g sites—all locations, prices and
te rm s. A lso a n u m b e r of houses In N o rris
tow n, B rid g ep o rt a n d O onshohocken..
M oney to loan on first m o rtg ag e.
,
THOM AS W IL S 6N ,
O ollegeville, Pa,

The man— “ell, it takes two to make
a
quarrel,
so I’ll shut up.” The Wo
Optimistic Thought.
Tt Is a bad cause that cannot be man— “That’s just like a contemptible
man! You’ll sit there and think mean
talked qyer in public.
things,”-—Detroit Free Press.

L.

FOR SALE AT

Oollegeville Hills.

Visits Collegeville, Trappe and vi
cinity every W ednesday and
Saturday. Evansburg, Tues
days and Fridays.
Good management is better than'a
good income.— Portuguese Proverb.

C H A N D L E R
A

N

occasionally an "ain’t ” (crept into nis out, was undoubtedly Bell-sitzers or
conversation, but that was not an un Founders’ lane. Then Belsize probably
pardonable sin.
owes It?-name, he declares, to a bell
She had heard it before she came foundry on the lower part of Hamp
West. Frank Richards was a little stead hill. Something of this sort is
rough in his' way, but he was not un all that remains of many of them, but
couth, she finally déeided, He was a :others, like the Whitechapel Bell
cavalier of the mountains, and his foundry, which has been charged with
heart was puré gold,-Ayen though his retuning and rehanging the bells of
*
pick and shovel failed to unearth the Westminster abbey for the peace re
precious metal.. Still he was just a joicings, have continued to do business
By ARCHEY CAMERON NEW
prospector.
through the centuries. The foundry M ore Headaches
All this passed through Delia’s mind commenced business in 1570.
th a n w ith m edicine. T his is a v e ry sim ple
(C o p y rig h t, 1919, b y t h e M c C lu re N ew »rem ed y b u t effective. Oome a n d see m e.
while she was' reading the biography
“ p e r S y n d ic a te .)
of Abraham Lincoln to her pupils. She
Timely
Suggestion.
A. B. PARKER, Optometrist
Bob Wakefield loved to bring flashes heard one class after she- had read as
There are more than 3,000,000 Ford cats in
A Brooklyn lady who bought some
of delight into Helen Gibson’s fine far as time’ permitted, and the children
aio
DeKalb St., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
daily operation in the United States. This is a
■
get-rlch-whlle-you-sleep
oil
and
min
brown eyes with frequent presents of were diámissed to lay plans for spend
ing stock recently, Is now just too pro
little better than one-half of all the motor cars
flowers and candy, and he wasn’t ing the holiday.
voked for anything because she didn’t
used, in America. The Ford car is every man’s
averse to letting the world know that
But Delia’s work was not through.: | examine the shares more closely. Some
T H E
nothing on earth mattered as much to Written tests had been held the pre
necessity. No matter what his business mAy be,
•of
them
are
rea,
some
yellow
and
some
him as the smiles of her pretty oval vious day and she had -to stay until a
it solves the problem of cheapest transportation. face and the kisses from her laughing late hour at night correcting) the pa green; She tried to paper her kitchen a
We solicit your order now, because production
red lips. And she feli happily sure of pers. Finally the last of these was walls with them after the president of
him until the Marley Heights Land examined and the percentage of errors the company disappeared, but the artis
is
limited, aud we must make jt the rule to sup
company came Into Its gorgeous being! marked in a corner» of the first page. tic effect was nbt satisfactory.
In
doing
your
spring
shopping
for
ply
first orders first,, Touring Car, $525 ; Run
With some trepidation, thoughtful
Then Della leaned back in her chair
about,
$500; qoupe, $650; Sedan, $775;;
of the responsibilities of bis approach and realized that darkness w as, de worthless securities, insist on getting
P O L IC Y
ing marriage, Bob left a well-paying scending over Gedar Gulch. Through stock certificates that harmonize In
Truck
Chassis, $550. These prices f. o. b.
color. Then you can use them for
position to take up bis duties as head
ONE-DOLLAR-A-MONTH pro
the window she could see an occasion decorative purposes. after the com
Detroit.
salesman for that company. The lure al light flicker into the gloom and cas^t
vides benefits for loss of time
of the letters he received was too reflection after reflection on the snow- pany goes tq the wall.
An old piano box covered with the through accident or sickness, No
much for him to withstand.
: paVed streets of the settlement.
I. C . & M . C . L A N D E S
shares 'of deceased corporations medical examination.
“A most brilliant opportunity for a
From a drawer of her desk the makes a pretty good clothes press,
wide-awake hustler,” read the written ; teach'er took a letter. The size of the provided the stock matches nicely In
IN SU R E S men up to th e age* of
A U TH O R IZE D FORD A G E N T S
enticements. “We will spend thou
envelope and the style of penmanship shade and texture. Pers.ons who are 65 years, and business and profess
sands on advertising, free bus rides,
in the address made It appear that the color blind should be extremely cau ional women.
brass-band concerts and refreshments I author was a woman. A faint odor of I tious with their wild-cat investments
Y'ERKES, PA.
Fill in blanks and ask for infor
to bring prospective customers out to roses lingering about the letter was these days.-—Thrift Magazine.
look at Marley Heights, the coming another Indication that a feminine
mation.
Utopia. The sales wUl be phenomenal,
hand-had penned the missive.
Predictions
Near
Fulfillment.
All you will have to do is to sign up
■ But appearances counted for naught
Napoleon prophesised at St. Helena Francis W. Wack
the buyers.” i
in this instance. Opening the letter, that there would be no kings in Ger
D istrict Agent •
Bob bit, and to be fair, for the first ' Delia read it for the fourth time since
two weeks prospects looked wonder her receipt of it at the general store many a century after his deatri. Ten
SCH
W
EN KS V IL L E , PA.
fully rosy. He did make money, more ; and post office that morning. One years before the Huns broke loose,
Lord
Roberts
predicted
that
if
a
great
than» he had ever made before, and , passage from it was:
European war came in our days, Fer
modest plans already made for his
“And. so, Delia, I am again asking dinand Foch, who was then an un N A M E.
marriage were gradually reshaped for you to give up that life In the wilds
an affair more becoming to his more and come' -back to the civilized East known officer, would be one of the ADDRESS
most famous, actors In it.
prosperous circumstances. But there
and settle down with m e,in the old
A rather neat prediction was made
were two flies in his ointment. The family mansion?. It Is true as you have
as far back as 1896 by the redoubtable
company Installed twelve powerful
said, that 1 have no worthwhile occu- Frenchman, Henri Rochfort, marquess OCCUPATION........... ....... AGE.
searchlights over their development, i pation, but the interest on the estate
•A T and anarchist.
left by my father will suffice to satisfy
“We cannot get Alsace-Lorraine
your slightest wish. I shall expect an
answer soon—-oné such as I deserve back by ourselves,” ,he told an Inter
$
2
5
$
3
0
$
3
5
after such a long and faithful court viewer. “But one day the German
will get drunk with pride and
ship as miné has been.” The letter eagle
will annoy- the British bulldog. Then
Here’s w here'stylé, quality and value meet to an un
| was signed “Reginald Poovertoh.’.’
the bulldog will form an alliance with
Della' sniffed at the scented J en us «> kill the eagle, and We shall re
precedented degree— in these splendid • suits that we
velope.
cover the lost provinces.”-—London
have priced especially at $ 25 :00, $ 30. 00, $ 35 .00.
“Reggy Is a good Sort of a chap,” Answers.
she Isoliloqulzed, “and he could give
W e priced them to assure styles that would make a
me everything I desired—that ? is,,
Good Pipes From Paper Material.
strong appeal to your good-clothes, taste and also valueseverything of a material nature. Only
“Pertinax,” one of« the most impor
he does persist in- tills abominable tant
m ighty pleasing to your pocketbooks.
of substitutes for metal, is a com
perfume—and he smokes those hor pressed
paper material, which has been
rid cigarettes. Í don’t mind a cigarette used in place of lead and copper for
TH EY ARE
,
W ITH W E L L ASSO RTED
smoker, but when'a man fairly lives pipes for gas, oil and other purposes.
on, them, and when they are per From a British war trade report, It ap
STO C K IN E V E R Y DE
fumed—”
pears that these pipes can endure
PAR TM E N T.
She did not finish the sentence. In three or four times as great a pressure
stead,, she put .on her jacket and hat, as lead, while their weight Is only oneplaced the perfumed letter in a pocket, ninth as great, and they are water
E V E R Y T H IN G K E P T IN
straightened up her desk, locked the tight, insoluble and unaffected fly .tern«
school—for she was the only teach'er— peratures hp to about 200 degrees Cen
And That tells a lot- about them, doesn’ t it ? For you
A G E N E R A L STO R E A L 
-and wended her way toward the other tigrade. The tensile strength of ■the
know that these n^mes are synonomous with the bestW
A
Y
S
ON
H
AND.
end of the gulch, where stood the material is 14,000 poundst per square
Wearing fabrics, the finest o f tailoring— in fact, tHe best
boarding and rooming house of Mrs, inch, nearly equaling that’Of the best
Patrick Maloney which Della called stamped, sawed-out and drilled, and as
o
f everything that goes to make up particular clothes
OUR A IM I S ,T O M EET
home.
an electric Insulator approaches porce
for
particular men.
T H E W A N T S OF P A 
Her route led past “Uncle Frank’s” lain-. in effectiveness.
log cabin, situated close to the road,
TRON S BOTH IJST A SSO R T
R ig h t here and now you, w ill find these more-thannear a clump of trees. As she was
M EN T A N D Q U A L IT Y . /
Origin of One Proverb.
about to pass, a gleam of yellow light
usual value ¿uits in a w ide-variety of the latest style1 Felt Like .A Pick-Pocket
One obtains historical glimpses In
shot frbm the . window. She paused
ideas— attractive waist-seams in many stylish variations ;
proverbs. The familiar “robbing Peter
and
could
not
refrain
from
looking
in
built a pavilion for free movies, and
fashionable single and double-breâsters ; correct suits
to pay Paul” Is said to derive Its orig REASONABLE PRICES
to
the
cabjti.
made a new bid for night sales. Bob
She saw the prospector bending in from.the fact that in the reign of
for the business dr professional men, designs for up-andgritted his teeth and grudgingly ar
Edward VI the lands of St. Peter at
ranged to be on hand three nights, .over a crude table, reading by the Westminster were appropriated to
coming young men.
YOURS
TO
SERVE
light of a candle which evidently he
a week.
raise
money
for
the
repair
of
St.
And on the remaining four nights had Just lighted, for the tiny blazd Paul’s.
■
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Helen slowly discovered a new cloud was unsteady. Before him was a pemderous
book,
the
Identity
of
which
she
on their horizon of happiness.
‘H e seems distrait,” she confided could not determine; but it looked sus
Relics of Aztecan E ra..
jR-. C. S tu rg e s
unhappily to her mother. “I—I don’t piciously like the/ one that helped to
Near
Phoenix,
within the Salt river
make
one
Webster
fámous.
believe he loves me any more,”
Stylish ^pring Hats to top off the Suit at
Both ’Phones
Della watched him turn page aftér vailed, are to be found seven com Alito Delivery
Why?” asked her mother, sagely
munal
settlements
of
the
same
prepage.
'
,
$3*50 and $5.00
concealing a smile.
“Must be reading the dictionary Aztecan era, with central buildings
‘H e doesn’t tell me so any more,”
that
were
far
larger
than
that
at
Casa
pouted Helen. “ ‘He wouldn’t even ad through,” she decided, and then Grande, '•/ a writer in the Christian
mit my dress was pretty. When I watched while he left the .table. He Science Monitor states. To the north
I F Y O U W A N T Y O U R B O Y to be in the fashion
asked him he Just grunted and told returned in a moment and resumed his ward and northeast every river valley
perusal
of"
the
voliime,
puffing
dense
swim
this5 Spring^ choose one of thé m any attractive
me not to be silly. I—I believe he’s
clouds of smoke from a corncob pipe retains evidence of the passage of at
got another—girl.”
waist-seam Or belt models that we are now showing. No
least? a portion of these peoples, fpr
“Maybe he’s run out of endearing which now extended from between his some reason leaving their cities and
need
to tell you about the superior quality of our Boys’
lips.
words,” suggested that wise old lady.
Delia took the perfumed letter frdm their irrigated fields on the plains and
Clothes—
you know all about them already. But we do
Or maybe he’s looking around a little
her pocket and tore It into minute seeking the mountains and the upper
now that he’s making money. But i
plateaus.
,
;
‘
w a n tto say that the new Spring styles- are even better
guesS he’s getting tired and jaded. pieces, which the night Wind proceed
ed to scatter promisctiously over snow^
than ever.
Wait a while and see.”
The Thrift of Years.
So Helen waited, but as time drew clad Cedar Gulch.
on matters seemed to be getting worse.
Every man should strive to. live at
' Fire Worshipers . Barred.
Even his presents grew fewer and his
least 100 years and die all hitched up
A
Mohammedan
is
allowed
by
his
manner mote reserved, until Helen
in working harness.
Many & man
ligion to have four wives of any feels that he would like to retire at
could stand It no longer. There must
creed
or
nationality
except
an
idolatrFROM THE FOREST
be another girl, she decided. The
about sixty and spend the rest of his
POTTSTOWN’S PRINCIPAL CLOTHIER
question arose, should she sfsk him or fire worshiper.
yeafs With nothing to do but lead a to the mill, frptn the mill to our
about It? Nonsense, she mused, what
gold-headed cane Around by tiie hand. yard, enables us to sell
would be the use?i He’d deny It. She’d
LAYE© JOKE ON THE 1 1 1
It is thrifty/to stay on the /job just
have him Watched-—that was, It. And
as long, as possible. Every man should
then she shuddered. W hat! let any C'oux Indians Had Fun for Three Dnyi make the century plant his . favorite
body, know how much she cared?
flower and the undertaker his worst
Talking' Over a Tapped
Never! But realizing her need of an
enemy.—Thrift Magazine. Telephone Wire.
at prices that defy competition.
ally she ■consulted hey best friend,
Doris Clayton, and Doris drew her fa
W e’ve the variety to meet eyery
Because of thè nature of/ the coun
ther into the plan. Sure, Mr. Clayton try over which American troops fought
Be Specific.
demand, as well as the grade and
would help her. He had an Idea, he in the Meuse-Argonne offensive, the
For business purposes, fo r. social
AT
admitted,, but It would take nerve. Germans_.found it easy, at times to cut purposes, for any ^purposes in life, a size. A s to prices, they are al
Helen assured him she had plenty of in on our field telephone wires.
rulé that should admit of no excep ways low enough, but once in a
th at And so' they got their heads to
tions is : “Be specific in everything while our low goes even lower,
The
commander
of
one
brigade
of
gether.,
artillery attached to an American di you say. Don’t take it for granted and this is one of the times. Ask
At 2:30 the following afternoon a vision was particularly annoyed by that vague, general statements will
Philadelphia Shoe Store
party of three waited for a Marley enemy wire tappers in a heavily wood properly convoy your meaning.” Gen the first carpenter you meet about
Heights bus at the end of the Eighth ed section of the Argonne. Code mes eral statements, please remember, our stock, deliveries and prices.
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avenue line. Opposite them a huge sages from artillfery observers were leave wide room for Inference, and
sign elghta feet high blazed forth In being Intercepted by Boehe , listeners- there Is always the liability that a
M en’s Qun Metal Bliicher Cap, at
golden letters, the tre-men-dous -oppor in, and the commander knew, as all wrong Inference will be drawn.
$3.00 and Upwards
tunity at Marley Heights, with Its armies know, that no code is impreg
B oys’ Qun M etal Blucher Cap at
2.00 and Upwards
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
wide streets, modem sewerage and its nable when experts get working) on it.
L ittle Gents’ Qun M etal Blucher .Cap at
1.50 and Upwards
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA
bound-to-rise values. ’
Satisfied With Little Food.
Ladies’ Gun Metal Lace Tip at
3.00 and Upwards
The
artillery
s
commander
took
up
“Ugh !” shuddered one of the party,
In the Edinburgh (Scotland) zoo
M isses’ Gun- M etal Button Tip at
2 .2 5 'and Upwards
a slender young woman in heavy wid with the colonel of one of the line^reg- there is a Crocodile that is content with
Children’s Gun M etal Button- Tip at .
2.00 and Upwards
iments
the
question
of
the,
Huns’
Wire
ow’s weeds. , “I hate to look at It.
a rat or a piece of horseflesh every
Children’s Gun M etal Button Tip at .
1.75 and Upwards
tapping1 activities. And the colonel fortnight. There is an anaconda which
Sup—-suppose he finds me out?”
hit
upon
an
Idea.
Infants’
Vici
W
edge
Button
Tip
at
1.50 and Upwards
CO
LLEG
EV
ILLE,
PA.
“He won’t, my dear,” Doris reas
arrived more than a year ago and has
Two Indians, both of proud Sioux since: steadily -refused to take food of
sured her, “if you’ll let me do the talk
A complete line of Oxfords, Pumps and Sandals fdr Ladies’, Misses’
ing. He doesn’t know me nor dad, lineage, members of /one of his, com any kind, an example of abstention
and besides daddy \yill wait in the of panies, were assigned as telephone surpassed, however, by an Indian py
and Children’s wear at the Lowest Prices; Also a full line of Patent Colt,
One was- to go forward thon which during its 13 months’; stay
fice. He knows Mr. Bartwell intimate operators.
Gun Metal, Russia Calf and Nu' Buck for Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s
with the artillery observer, -the other has not voluntarily taken food.
ly—he’s the manager.”
wear.
/
.
I --Y
Almost Immediately an ornate limou to remain at the brigade receiving end
If you wish to fee suited in. Footwear at money-saving prices, we will
sine, labeled in smart gray lettering, of the- wire which the artillery com
be pleased to accommodate you. Intelligent Dog.
“Direct to Marley Heights,” drew into mander was certain the Germans had
that day tapped somewhere along the
■ _______
The family doctor was making A pro
ing up, idazed, at a young man who line.
fessional call one afternoon, when
Now, when two Sioux Indians get Johnny, who happened to be the pa
was bowing coolly toward the teacher,
a wide-brimmed hat ' sweeping the talking together in their own tpngue, tient on this occasion, suddenly gave
what they s?y sounds very much like a chuckle just as the physician had
ground, f
•
j
Philadelphia Shoe Store
Then and there Frank Richards, code, but Isn’t. Anyway, It raised hob completed his examination and remark
started “a-Wooirfg.” He took the new with the code experts of certain Prus ed -in a half confidential whisper: “Say,
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teacher for horseback rides on (he sian guard units.
just look at my doggy I I guess he
Funerals
entrusted
to
my
charge
will
slopes of the Cedar hills, and he was
The Sioux* stuck on their jobs for knows you’re a doctor, all right. He’s
receive my careful and painstaking at-,
her escort at church Socials, where three days arid nights. They and the got his tongue out.”
tention. 1 ’Phone No. 18.
prospectors with cowhide boots and artillery commander and their • own
cowboys In picturesque attire mingled colonel enjoyed the situation Immense- The Victor's Homecoming.
with ,thie “women folks" who lived in Iy. If the Germans got any fun out of,'
Sir Douglas Haig’s Grenadier’
FRANK W. SHALK0P
Cedar Gulch.
It they kept It to themselves;—Stars
guard of honor at Charing Cross,
It was all very Interesting, from the and Srlpes.
when the man of the ho#r came home,
standpoint of the picturesque, if noth
ing more, to Della Angell, and she en OLD LONDON BELL FOUNDRIES was a particularly fine body of men,
and from end to end of the lines there
S
EEDS
PLANTS i BULBS
joyed herself immensely. She felt she
'I’R I P P R ,! »At.
Everything needed fo r th e Garden, Greenhouse, Lawn and F arm , including
was hardly a man without wound
would have continued to enjoy It had Relics of Many of Them Are Still to stripes. Not a ffew of the distin
th e best varieties o f Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Lawn Grass Seeds, Farm
Seeds, Roses, D ahlias, H ardy Perennials and o th er P lants, G arden Im*
not Frank displayed serious intentions,
plem ent8, Law n Mowers, Lawn Rollers, Fertilizers, Insecticides, etc,,
Be Found Scattered Through
guished
people
on
the
platform
no
which, reached a climax one day while
the British Capital,
ticed that three of the guard, standing
DREER’S GARDEN BOOK FOR 1919
they were dn one of tlteir rides, when
JWII t e ll y o u ho w to o b ta in t h e b e e t r e s u lts f ro m
side by side, had 16 wound stripes be
y o u r hom e garden.
he bluntly proposed to her. Natural-*'
In the days before clocks, to say tween them.
Call or Write f o r a copy—FREE
ly, she refused; for what business had nothing of watches, were common the
she marrying this uncouth prospector? bells of London occupied a much more
HENHYA.DREER 7W-16 Chestnut StPhila.
But was he uncouth? Certainly- his important position than they do to
Health Improvement in Brazil.
clothes were coarse; but who was day. ’Prentices depended on this bell
The famous saying “.Brazil is a vast
there In Cedar Gulch that pretended and that to call them very unwillingly hospital” is In a fair way to being
to follow the dictates of style? Evdo to work of a morning arid release them outlawed. Yellow fever is stamped
No effort spared to meet the fullest
Old Man— “Yes, sir, son; there’s al
“Pa, what is a tyrant?” “Can’t
she temporarily discarded <her best very willingly from work of an eve out and the government has mAde an expectations - of those who engage my
answer that question, my boy, without ways room at the top.” Young Man—
raiment after she had "been there less ning, whilst bells were requisitioned Immense appropriation for supplying services.
than a month. ,
.
Trains met at all stations. Prompt at peeving your mother.”— Detroit Free “You bet. .I’m waiting for the ele
for all manner of special purposes. quinine to the entire community. To
vator to take me up.”— New York
His mapner wal as courteous as And so there were many bell foundries these achievements must be added the tention to oall* bv t,elpnhr.no o- t.aiftgranh Press.
could be expected from an^tnan in In the city. Relics of them are found labors of the Oswaldo Cruz institute
“When a man courts a girl, it is Globe.'
the very proper East from whldn she In many places, even If it Is only a It» the realms of scientific prevention
Humat) life has not a surer friend,
If a man is not too mad to intend deed,s, not words, that count.” “Yes,
hailed, and no >one could have been street name, such as Bilitter street, of communicable diseases of all kinds.
what hé does, he is not too mad to be especially if they are teal estate nor many times a greater enemy, than
more polite Ih his treatment a t her which, » Mr. Landfear Lucas points '•“HraziMSledleb,
deeds.”—-Baltimore American,
Rope.‘*~Feltham,
punished for it.—.Whatley.

The Land
Game
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OVERLAND CARS
G et in line for the new ly designed Chandler Car,
It w ill be attractive, w ill stand wear and tear, and sells
for less money than any ear o f its class. Reduced
$300. from 1918 prices. Orders taken at once. Don’t
postpone ordering a, C H A N D L E R C A R . •

le v Standard”

SECOND-HAND CAllS
AND P A R T S OF CARS
OPEN EVERY DAY. and NIGHT TO SERVE
THE TRADE
C A R S T O H IR E .
A ll makes of cars repaired.
, 1Goodyear and other tires on hand.

COLLEGEVIILE GARAfiE
HENRY YOST, JR., Proprietor

Extra Value Suits

Sturges’ Store

1

DO Y O U K N O W that approxim ately.

TEAPPE, PA.

SO,000 People
are kept Warm in

winter with .

IS ALWAYS FILLED

Freed Steam an d Hot W ater
H eaters ?
Perhaps a number of your friends are
among this vast throng.
A sk your fitter or plumber for an esti
mate to make your hbme comfortable
with one o f these heaters.

Those Famous Kuppenheimer,

M ichaels-Stern and Alco Clothes

MANUFACTURE® BY

F R E E D H E A T E R CO.
e O L E E G E V I U À PA.

Spring Suits $20 to $50

i9

MEN’S WRIST WATCHES

' Thin m odel, odd shapes, friction buckle, leather S tra p ;
hands and numerals visible in dark.

J. D. SALLADE
16 East Main St., Norristown

to i

CU LBERTS’

DRUG S T O R E *
I COLLEGEVILLE, PA. I

S.

M OSIIKIM

LUMBER

! KUHNT’S BAKERY Î

EVERYTHING

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
ffifc

SO LE

ARGENT

R U R IM F S

NEED

UNEXCELLED

A t .the

P r IGE- CREAM

A L W AYS

B read
C akes

STO CK

A

F U LL

at ' the

P R IC E S .'

R IG H T
.

’

GROCERIES

■ C a n d ie s P ie s , E tc .
I
10?“ ORDERS FOR WEDDINGS,
9 F U N E R A L S arid P A R T I E S
^ promptly attended to.

C h a rle s K u h n t.

O L D S T O R E on

, the corner, where there is

F IR ST -C LA SS j,

|

G. C. DUTTENHOFER’S

YOU MAY

FOR

Of whatever kind, canned

|

and 'dried

fru its;

quality

and variety to meet all re
quirements.
Dry Goods, Gents’ Furn

jP O jR .

ishing

FRESH GOODS
Fellows’
Grocery.

ments, etc., etc.
Old

H a ll

\
j

new • patrons

FENTON’S STORE

Canned Goods,

Collegeville, Pa.

Dried Fruits,
j

and

welcome.

Try our Coffees,

S

Hardware,

Paints, Oils', Garden Imple

-GO TO—.

O dd

Goods,

rind Confectionery.

^ D E A D ANIMALS
^
REMOVED

1 Daniel H. Bartman
Í;K Oa.1ly and Rnndav P^pFr»

«'A.

Four dollars per head for horses or cows,
All stock with badly damaged hides, or un
% der
size, paid for according to their value.
I pay as high as $8.00 fpr strictly Fat
Ï
Horses delivered to my place.

G e o . W . S c h w e ik e r ,
Providence Square, Pa.

Don’t forget to get your pub
lic sales in the I ndependent, and
a ttr a c t b u y e r s

SPRING BARGAINS

Bell ’phone ll-R-12, Collegeville, Pa.

Men love to hear of their power, but
have an extreme disrelish to be told
their duty.— Edmund Burke,

W.H. QRISTOCK’S SONS
JOHN L. BECHTEL

Furnishing Undertaker and
vEmbalmer.

Undertaker Emballer

G. C. DUTTENH OFER’S

D R E E R ’S

*

BLACK ROCK AND VICINITY.
Mr. Abram Hallman is building a
garage for Frank Gennaria, near tbis
plance.
Mrs. Frank Fell, Sr., of Collingswood, N. J., has returned home after
spending some time at thé home of
her son Frahk Fellj Jr., near this
place.
Mr. Raymond Smith has been dis
charged from Camp Eustis, Virginia,
and has returned to his home here.
Mr. Warren Raysor has been ad
mitted to the Phoenixville Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Jonès at
tended the funeral of Dr. William
Brower of Spring City, last Thursday.
•*
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hunsberger
and daughter, of Mingo, spent Sunday
with Jv M. Hunsberger’s family;.
Messrs. Abram and Samuel Hall
man, of Mont Clare and Mr. and Mrs.
Jonas Landes, of Souderton, spent
Sunday with the family of Jphn
Troutman.

OAKS.
Lightning struck the home of John
Meyers on Monday and set the house
afire. The Oaks Fire Co. made a
quick response but their services were
not required as a bucket brigade had
extinguished the blaze. The damage
was slight.The Oaks baseball team defeated
Audubon last Saturday; score 4 to 3.
Maurice 1E. Davis who had been
overseas with the Penna. R. R. Tele
graph Battalion returned home last
Friday.
Don’t forget the mpsicale by the
Utsinus Glee. Club in the Fire Hall
on Saturday evening for the benefit of
the Scout, Troop No. % There also
will be ice cream by »the Fire Co. and
cakes, etc., by the school children of
Audubon for sale.
Quite a delegation journeyed to
Phoenixville last Sunday evening to
see the Co. D boys come home.
On May 14 the choir of 6 t. Paul’s
will give their play ‘ Look Out For
Paint” at Mont Clare for the benefit
of Mont Clare Fire Co.
The spring love fteast will be cele
brated on Saturday evening, May 10,
in (xreen Tree church. All members
are earnestly requested to be pres
ent at this important event. “Do this
in memory of Me.”
The festival and dance to be given
by the Oaks Fire Co. will be held on
Saturday evening, June 7. The Fire
Co. has not had any kind of festivals
since the war started as all the mem
bers were busy; doing war work. The
W 8 r is over and the home institutions
need .our help, both financial and
moral.. Cakes are solicited and any
one wishing tp donate any please get
in touch with Mr. A. B. Dettra or J .
A. Smith and they will be taken care
of. Music for festival will be by a
good band and an orchestra will fur
nish the dance music. Come help
make this an enjoyable as well as a
profitable venture. “The Fire Co. is
always at your service so please help
and encourage them in their work.
Oaks (thanks to the. Women’s Com
mittee and tlieir helpers) went over
the top in the Victory Loan.
All due praise to the 28th Division,
but do not forget our local boys are in
the 79th Division. Although selected
and ndt having years of training they
showed that they could fight. So keep
some of our praise for the boys of
the 79 Division. There is room enough
to give all divisions their due.

HALT CALLED ON WHEAT
SPECULATION.
Julius H- Barnes, National Wheat
Administrator, said in an address to
members of the Chicago Board of
TradA, Tuesday, that the act estab
lishing the Food Administration gave
authority to control trading in food
stuffs on exchanges to the extent of
prohibiting future trading altogether:
He said the act was still in effect,
and that his duty was imperative if
demonstrated abuse should arise.
Mr. Barnes • questioned frankly
whethér a fluctuation iri corn prices
such as took place in Chicago on Mon
day—a rapid break of IQ. or 12 cents
followed by a quick reaction of five
or six cents—was not a clear indicacation of speculation on so large a
scale that it was overbalancing legiti
mate functions.
The crowd was bullish Monday, and
building thereon with due considera
tion to muddy roads, rain and other
factors making for higher prices.
Their buying had run the price to a
new high record fo'r tlie crop when
oqt of a clear sky there came from
Minneapolis Mr. Barnes’ statement
that wheat was to be imported in
moderate quantity from Canada.
Prices dropped 10 to 12 cetns, and
there were among Mr. Barnes’ listen
ers Tuesday many who lost money in
the slumji. They regarded him as one
who had thrown a monkey wrench into
the machinery, although he had given
ample warning a week or so before,
that he would take just such action
if! speculation in flour was not curbed.'
LARGE ATTENDANCE AT STATE
COLLEGE. „
There iare 2,344 students enrolled
in the foUr-year courses at the Penn
sylvania State College during the
present collegiate year, according to
an announcement ihade Tuesday by
A. H. Espenshade, the registrar. In
cluding the Summer Session, special
and unclassified students,, more than
3,000 persons in residence have re-,
ceived instruction. In the engineer-,
ing extension classes there are 7 3,500
students, and 3,000 more are enrolled
in the correspondence courses. Alle
gheny county leads the State in the
number of students sent to the college,
having 255 men and women there.
Philadelphia county is second with 215
and Centre county third with 202.
GREAT INCREASE IN VALUE OF
LIVESTOCK.
Estimates made by the Bureau of
Statistics, Department of Agriculture,
show that the -value - of livestock on
the farms in Pennsylvania Is $202,650,477 compared with $133,268,060 in
1910. This is an approximate in
crease of fifty per cent, during the
past nine years. In this connection,
it is well to note that the livestock
•on every farm in the State on an av
erage has increased $325.
STATE AGRICULTURAL DEPART
MENT NOTES.
Bankers are taking interest in the
farmer as well as from him.
A number of small flocks of sheep
, were purchased last fall and lambs
doing fine—Lackawanna county.
Report from Carbon county says
that hog cholera is well under control
and again shows the value of quar
antine.
A Fulton county farmer has sold
his twenty head of fa t Hereford steers
at $17.25.
The potato beetle will soon put in
its appearance. Get ready to put this
pest out of business before any ma
terial damage is -done.
Hens that.are,chronic sitters should
be fattened and sold to the butcher.
Bees work from early morning till
dark. They never strike for shorter
hours and more pay. \ They work for
nothing and board themselves.

HOG CHOLERA DECREASING.
Since the placing of the general
quarantine for hog cholera in seven
teen southeastern counties of .the
State, which became effective Aprjl
28th, there has beep a slight decrease
in the number of new outbreaks re
ported, says Dr. Ci J. Marshall, State
Veterinarian. A i better understand
ing of tim requirements of the quar
antine order has resulted in closer co
operation of dealers, breeders, veter
inarians and farm bureau agents with
the State Department of Agriculture
to stamp out the disease quickly and
effectively. No restrictions are placed
against the movement of healthy hogs
that have not been exposed to cholera
to or from any premises on which the
disease has not existed for 60 days,
and such hogs may be moved for im’mediate slaughter without hindrance.
The chief danger lies in hogs which
have passed through public sales pens,
stock cars and stock yards. These
hogs may go only to slaughter houses.
I t is forbidden To place them on farms
for feeding or breeding. Public sales
have been stopped by the quarantirie
and the refusal of farmers to buy be
cause of the danger of transmitting
cholera to their home raised stock!
Meetings have been held throughout
the quarantined- districts and many
farmers have stated their intention to
breed their sows and raise the pigs,
instead, of buyjng shipped hogs for
fattening.
Reports of quarantine «violations are
being investigated by State agents.
One farmer is suspected of having
sold the balance of his hogs when he
discovered one Of the herd showing
symptoms of cholera. A few dealers
are evading the quarantine by secretly
removing hogs that* have been ex
posed to infection. These men are
not only subject to prosecution but
may be held liable for losses that' re
sult from their unlawful actions.

J p U B L IC S A L E OF

F R E S H COW S!
Will be sold at publicsale on F R ID A Y,
M AY
1919, at Fretz’s hotel, Limerick
Centre, Pa., 25 extra good fresh and
springer cows and two fine stock bulls
from the Cumberland Kelley, Pa. Sale
at 1.30 p. m. Conditions by
, ,x F. H. PETERM AN,
Auctioneer and Seller.
M. B. Linderman, Clerk. )
J 3 UBLIO S A L E OF

F R E S H COW S!
Will be sold at public sale on TU ES
D AY, M AY 13, 19(9, at Limerick Centre
hotel, 22 extra good fresh and springer
cows, selected in Indiana arid Armstrong
counties by J. D. McKalip, who writes :
‘ ‘This is the best load I have shipped in
a year.” Also”one stock bull. Sale at 2
o’clock. Conditions by
F . H. PETERM AN , .
Auctioneer and {seller.
M. B. Linderman, Clerk.

PUBLIC SALE.—Will be held SA T 
URD AY, M A Y 10, 1919, on Level Road,
dne mile west of Ridge pike, »Lower
providence township : Cow, with second
calf ; sow and litter ; 55 White L eghorn
hens, 150 young chickens, three hives of
bees, arid new bee ware. Everything
will be sold, as I have sold my farm.
Sale at 1 p. m.
H ARRISON BOONE, Owner.
David Kratz, Auctioneer.
U F E C I A L N O T IC E T O H O R S E
B R E E D E R S . — P edigreed P erch ero n
Stallion, M E D IU M . R e g istry No. 66868,
A P e rc h ero n \ S o c ie ty of A m erica.
License No; 160. G ray. 17 h an d s;
( I ^ ^ V l t o n w eight. T erm s, $6 00a t service,
$10.00 a t b irth .
B reeders should use th e best sire a v ail
able. Look a t ' th is one. IJe Is a g re at
horse.
'
'7
T M . KOLB, JR .,
8-24
P o rt P rovidence. Pa.

H A VE $ 1500.00 CASH to place as
first mortgage. DEEDS, M ORTGAGES,
AGR EEM EN TS, LEASE S, E tc., type
BOHEMIA LAND OF PATRIOTS. written and carefully executed.
W ILSO N ’S FARM AGEN CY,
Collegeville, Pa.
When Shakespeare wrote of “the 4-24-4!

seacoast of Bohemia” he showed no
cheerfuller disregard • of fact than
most of us now do when we ^»ink
of that richly storied country as a
land of Gypsies forever bent upon gay
or wildsome adventure. “Bohemian”
has stood for many an age hs an ap
pellation for carefree wanderers; yet
as originally applied by the French it
probably referred to the expatriated
disciplds of the Bohemian 'martyr,
John Huss. • Spiritual and patriotic
fervor rather than lightheartedness
are the traditional marks of this peo
ple, who after long generations of. sub
jection to Tueton Austria are coming
into their own.
Bohemia was the home of the
Czechs for hundreds of years before
Germanic invaders broke in upon its
happy freedom, as early,. indeed, as
the sixth century before Christ. The
Czechs’ love of country and of liberty
and their Sense»of Slavic-kinship with
their oppressed Slovak brethren dwell
ing near by never died or dimmed.
Despite tyranny and persecution they
have clung to pride in their past and
to hope for their future; they have
cherished their language, their liter
ature and customs, their common
faith and ideals.—Atlanta Journal.
HEARING THINGS.

A good story at .the xpense of One
of the British army doctors is told by
a Yorkshire lad. When his turn for
attention came a t the casualty clear
ing station the man of medicine made
a stethoscope test, and at once mani
fested a tremendous measure of /In
terest and alarm. After listening very
carefully he pulled himself erect,
gazed at the wounded warrior, and
NEW PERSONAL TAX BILL.
proceeded to a secorid round with his
instrument, after which he declared,.
Harrisburg, May 6.—Solicitor Mar
“Well, young man, I’ve sounded a good
tin, of Allegheny-county, has prepared
many people, hut I’ve never heard
a new personal property tax bill,
naything like this before.” Applying
which is to take the place of the act
himself to a still further investigation
bf June 17, 1913. The proposed law
of the mystery, he moVed the instru
is designated to make a complete sys
ment about, here and there and every
tem of taxation, d e a r up a number
of disputed points and increasecoitnty MUCH PROPERTY REVERTS TO where, hut, always with the same re
sult. And\ finally he" blew down the
revenues. At a conference some
CROWN. v
stethoscope, and out came—an ear-_
weeks ago, when the hill to return
Few people realize the large amount wig!
half of the personal property tax to
;the State was under consideration, of property which passes every year
Governor Sproul suggested that So to the crown of England owing to the
P H IL A D E L P H IA
licitor Martin draw the new legisla owners dying without heirs or nexttion.
. ' V s of-kin, and without having made a
The most important changes which will. In most of these cases the de
this draft makes in the existing law( ceased is an illegitimate person with
no children.
are these:
As a rule the crown does riot ap
It places a tax upon shares of stock
in all corporations, domestic and for propriate the whole \of the property,
3 23 DeKalb Street,
eign. except domestic manufacturing but makes what is called a compas
corporations. This feature is not in sionate allowance to the relatives of
NORRISTOWN
the deceased,- although they may pot
the Philadelphia draft.
It provides a better method - of Se be his relatives according to law, and
(Near Main fet.) 1
curing information, from the taxpayer in some cases to friends and servants
by a proceeding in the Common Pleas who have performed services for him
L A R G E STO CK O F J
Court. This Mea is taken from the which entitle them to consideration.The amount of the allowance is de
Philadelphia bill, but some change is
made in the method in order to make termined by the* treasury, or, in the FANCY FRUITS and
case of the estates of persons dyirig
it more definite and effective.
FRESH VEGETABLES
Provision is made for the collecting 'within the duchy of Lancaster, by
of delinquent taxes where false re the"chancellor of the duchy.
Always
ready for purchasers. '
The money does not pass to the
turns have been made. This.idea is
taken from the Philadelphia draft, king himself, but to the nation, and
frfctf
M. MORTZU.
and'a consideration of some of the re tuhs goes to relieve taxation.
ported cases shows the necessity
for it.
ARGUMENT STARTS BOY IN PIG Ralph F. W ism er
E. C. A. M oyer
It is the experience of most (per
CLUB.
• Eli. F. W ism er
sons who have given consideration to
An argument with a neighbor caused
taxation of personal property that the
average citizen does not object to the Samuel Evans, of Clay county,’ Indi
payment of the tax or its amount, hut ana, to join a pig club in order that
Is jour farm sold ?
to the inequitable manner 'in which he might prove his point that a pig
it is collected. It is hoped that this could make an average daily gain of
If not, why not ?
act will afford a better method of se over 1 pound. He won, his point with
curing returns from persons who have a. good margin, for his pig gained on
an average of two pounds a day for
heretofore escaped the actM ontgom ery County
The bill provides that if a person or a period of 92 days, and as a result
corporation official refuses to appear of his experience Samuel has acquired
F arm Agency
produce books or refuses to answer the necessary knowledge to enable
questions concerning personal prop him to start inf the hog-raising- busi 501 Swede street. Norristown, Pa.
erty valuations, petition would be ness along the right lines. He says:
made to the Common pleas Court to “L learned that if a boy wants some
summon the ^person and determine thing decidedly interesting he should J O H N L . H E IS E Y
whether he must comply with the by all means get a pig and get into
U T IN G AG EN T FO R MONT
order of the assessor. . If the person the game (meaning a pig elqb). When D IST R IB
GOMERY OOUiTTY FOR
refuses to obey the decree of the Corut the contest is over he will say that he
he would be adjudged in contempt of has learned something that he never
Dayton Airless Tires
Court and punished as a Court of knew before and probably will never
P.
O.
Address :— Schwenksville, R. D. 2.
forget, because he has learned it by
equity would do.
Residence,
Fruitville, Pa.
3-6-6m
experience.”
';
Samuel’s
pig,
which
was
a
DurocOPPORTUNITY.
Jersey, weighed 58 pounds a t the be
“The knell of lost opportunity is ginning of the contest and 243 at the
HEALTH' WILL BE YOURS.
never tolled in this life,” is some one’s end. It gained 185 pounds in 92sdays, PERFECT
w h e n using the old-fashioned^and reliable
reassuring word to all,'who have let or 2 pounds a day. The cost of food herbal com pound used in early settler days
more than one opportunity slip by. was $9.30, or 5 cents a pound gain.
It is never too late to -profit by one’s The value of the pig at the end of the
C leanses stom ach, liv er, kidneys, bowels;
jnistakes, and press on once more to contest was $46.17, the profit being purifies
blood. T housands praise it. S en d for
sample and book. 80 tablets 50 cents. Ascent
success. For Opportunity is not a $28.87.
w
anted,
write, fo r term s. E. C. T O T T E N ,
solitary genius who comes once, then - “On account of the hot weather,” 3126 E leventh
Street, W ashington, D . C.
vanishes. He belongs to a large fam the boy says, “I kept my pig a few
ily of man’s well-wishers. If we fail days after the contest ended, and when
to cleave to the elder brothers we can I butchered him he weighed 267
Philadelphia Market Report.
welcome the younger brothers of the pounds on foot and 2Q7% pounds when
«
clan. Occasionally one finds also that dressed. He dressed out 85 per cent. Wheat ......................
$2.24 to $2.39
phenomenon of human families—a I received 25 cents a pound, which Corn .........................
$1.78 to $1.82
younger brother,; taller, braver, and made me a total of $56.87.
Oats . . . , ........C.. . . .
77c. to 81c.
even more glorious in strength and
“I figured that the cheap cost of the Bran, per ton . . . . 1. $46,00 to $49.00
valor than his fellows. Such later— production was due to „three things: Baled h a y ................. $34.00 to $39.00
coming Opportunity may reveal him First, the high protein content of the F at cows ................. $10.00 to $12.00
self to any one of us. Only let us keep concentrates; second, good hefelth of Steers ..................... $13.00 to $17.00
6pr courage keen, keep our eyes the pig, due to great variety of feed SheepVhd lamb
$6.00 to $17.75
clear-seeing, and our faith serene; and and sanitary conditions of the lot and Hogs ..................: . , .
)
$22.00
when any member- of* the family of sleeping quarters; third, the pig con Live p o u ltry .............
24c. to 65c.
Opportunity appears claim him and sumed a large amount of forage, such Dressed poultry . . . .
27c. to 38c.
cleave to him with all our powers.— as rape, thus reducing the amount of Butter ........... .
44c. to 65c.
Montreal Herald .1
high-priced feeds.”
E g p ............................
52e, to 54c,

Fruit Market

Pioneer Health Herbs

WANTED. — Carpenters,

at

once.

Steady work. Apply to
H. C. SHALLCROSS,
Contractor arid Builder,'
5-1-jt
,
Graterford, Pa.
W A IT E D .— Rabbits; any size, any
weight, any kind. State prices,' weight,
and how many, in first letter. Apply to
STER LIN G RHOADES,
3-27
Trappe, Pa.

CEMENT.—65 CEN TS per bag in ton
lots from car. Place your order at once.
Car to arrive within two weeks.
5-8
I. P. W ILLIAM S, Areola, Paf
FOR SALE.—Vincent upright piano,
good as new, cheap.
> m Rs . h e n r y y o ^t . jR.
5-8-3t
f
Cbllegeville, Pa.
FOR S A L E .— Bonny Best Tomato
Plants at reasonable prices.
IR V IN H. M ILLER ,
Yerkes arid Level Roads.
Norristown, Pa., R. D. 1.
5-8-3t
SPECIAL PRICE for Rubberoid Roof
ing and 20Q bundles of wall paper of
different patterns, at the
5-8-2m
EVANSBURG STORE.

FOR SALE.—Store property,; house
and lot next door, with 2 acres of ground,
more or lessN Apply at
5-8-2tn
EVANSBURG STORE.
7 FOR OREATER PROFIT • from your
poultry feed the'Landes Dry Mash, moist
6r dry. If unable to get it of your deal
ers, write or call on us.
1-16
LAN DES BROS., Yerkes, Pa.

• -FOR SALE.— Hatching eggs and'dayold chicks from-pure Tom Barron strain
of White Leghorns. Wonderful winter
layers. Prices reasonable.
G. W. M IDDLETON & SONS,'
1.9.4m
Jeffersonville, Pa.

CUSTOM HATCHING in our new
mammoth incubator— 6000 eggs capacity.
Eggs entrusted to our care will receive
the best attention. Day-old chicks and
hatching eggs from Barron Leghorns for
sale,.
Agency for thé Blue Hen Brooder.
J. H. DiJTW ILER,
Manager Oaks Roultry Farm.
Bell ’phone 521-R-5, Phoenixville.
t-30
ATTENTION FARMERS AND ORCHARDISTS. — Save money by ordering
through us your spray chemicals, spray
ers, spray guns, and all kinds o f . com
mercial fertilizers.
Call Bell ’phone,
2203-M, Q r write
" GROSMAN & O’N EIL,
Grange Avenue, Lower Providence.
R. D. I, Norristown. ; '
4-17
"C'OR S A L E .—Special s#ed o ats W e clean
A it. Also Red a n d A 'stke Clover Seed,
g u a ran tee d free from dbdder.
8-6
LAND ES. BROS., Y erkes, Pa.

EXEMPTION NOTICE.—In the Or
phans’ Court of Montgomery county,
Pennsylvania.
Estate of William H.
Corson, deceased. Notice is hereby given
that Kate Stanton Corson, widow; of said
decedent, has filed in said Court her peti
tion for her exemption of five hundred
dollars ($500) in cash, which she hds
elected to retain under the Act of June 7,
1917, and that the same will be approved
by the Court on Monday, the 19th day of
May, A., D., 1919, unless exceptions
thereto be filed before that time.
EVANS, HIGH, D ETTR A AND
SW ARTZ,
5-l-2t
Attorneys.,

CLEANING
Woolen Blankets,
Rugs, E tc. '

NOTICE.—To Elizabeth Brooka, W il
liam Brooke, Margaret Wart man, Israel
Wartman, Anna- Krause, John Krause,
Jacob Geiger, Daniel Geiger, Catharirie
Brooke, John Brooke, their heirs and
legal representatives and all other heirs
of Dieter Geiger, deceased.
You are hereby; notified that Frank S.
Benfield did on June 19, 1918, present his
petition to the Orphans’ Court of Mont
gomery county setting forth that he is
the owper of certain three tracts of land
in Limerick township containing re
spectively 25 acres 40 perches, l acre 45
perches and 1 acre 35 perches fully de
scribed1in Deed olf Samuel H. Laver and
wife to tpe petitioner dated May 29, 1918,
and now recorded in the office of the
Recorder of Deeds of Montgomery
county. That Dieter Geiger died in
testate seized of said premises June 27,
1837, leaving as his heirs you the above*
named ' Elizabeth Brooke, Margaret
Wartman, Anna Krause, Jacob Geiger,
Daniel Geiger, Catharine Brooke and a
wife Elizabeth Geiger. That on Novem
ber 20, 4837, a petition for partition of
saidTands was presented to the Orphans’
Court'of Montgomery county and so pro
ceeded in that on August 20, 1838, said
Court ordered the administrators ’of
Dieter Geiger to sell said premises arid
said administrators on April 4, 1839, un
der 'directioh of said Court executed a
deed for said premises to Isaac Reifsnyder ifor $1488 which said sum included
the dower or thirds of the widow .and
heirs of Dieter Geiget^ said deed having
been recorded May 31, 1918. That the
name or names of the present owners of
said dower orcharge is not known, the
last known holders or owhers being you
the above named heirs of Dieter Geiger.
That said charge or dower has never
been released and is still a charge or encutnberance on said premises, that no de- ,
mand for payment has beeh made bn
petitioner or his predecessors in title,
owners of said premises,. for or on ac
count of the principal of interest of said
dower, nor has any such payment been
made by him or them for a period of
twenty-one years and upwards whereby
the legal presumption of payment thereof
has arisen.. Said petition praying for an
order and decree directing the premises
therein described and owned by peti
tioner be discharged from the lien
thereof and from any »payment on ac
count thereof. Whereupon the Court
directed that a citation should issue
to you arid each of you commanding you
qnd each of you to appear iri Court on
July 10, 1918, and show cause why the,
prayer of . said petition should not be
granted, to which citation the sheriff re
turned that after diligent search and in
quiry none of you could be found, that
said heirs had no known residence and
no surety upon whom service could be
made. Whereupon said petitioner did
on April 9, 1919, present his further peti
tion to said Court setting forth the above
facts and asking for an alias citation and
for an prder of publication in accordance
with the Acts of Assembly in such case
made and provided., whereupon in ac
cordance with the order of Court of April
9 .1919, the following citation was issued:

5-1-301

IS N E V E R

P rotection

DONE

You are paying out each year
large sums of money to protect
"your property from fire. What
are ypn laying aside to protect
your business from unfprseen
contingencies ? A fire may never
happen once in a great while.
Bqt the Sm all contingencies a rc '
' occuring constantly. W hy not
carry a specified sum in an In
terest Account at jhe Collegeville
National Bank ? May we talk
this over with you ?

COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
■We pay _3 per cent, interest in our
Savings Department or Certificates of
Deposit. 3% per cent, if left one year.

THE COST
OF LIVING
has gone up, wages are higher and the
purchasing power of the. dollar is ’con
siderably less than it was even a year
ago.
To meet this condition it is necessary
that your investments yield higher re^ turns than formerly. W,e have, there
fore prepared a list qf high grade bonds
yielding from 5 per cent, to over n per
cent., many of them maturing within a
few years. This list will prove interest
ing to any investor— particularly td the
very conservative man who has form
erly been satisfied with comparatively
small returns on his money. For fur
ther information write to

If her rls‘ng son needs mending every
^morning before school.
Just as long as mothers buy poorly
made boys’ clothes, there’ll be a goodly
amount of fhimbling to be done.
The wise parents of Collegeville are
coming to know of a sure way to put
a stop to this DARN nuisance.

DAVID A. STORER
c o l l e q e v il l E,
Representing

’

PA.

A» B. LEACH & CO., Inc.

It’s Right Posture Boys’ Clothes and
we’re the exclusive agents for this city.

115 S. 4th S t., Philadelphia^
New Y ort:
Chicago
Boston-. Buffalo
W a s h in g to n
P itts b u rg h
Jjondon, E ng.

We wanted a line that would rid
Collegeville of this useless work and
worry—and we got it.

EYE TALKS

O p to m etry

New Boys’ Models, in Suits $7.50 to
$18.00J
Hart\ Schaffner and Marx Men’s and
Young Men’s Clothes.

FITTING GLASSES A
SCIENCE

W E ITZEN KORN’S
- Pottstown; Pa. '
CAR FARE PAID

BEST OPTICAL
SERVICE

*

..................................... |T

HAUSSMANN & GO.

725 CHESTNUT STREET

X,. S. SCHATZ
Collegeville^ Pa.

For Latest Designs
Lowest Prices

Cemetery Work

H. E. B R A N D T
R O Y E R SF O R D

PO LITIC AL.

W alfiut S t. and Seventh A ve.

FO R R E G IS T E R O F W ILLS f

George K. Yeakel

CHURCH SERVICES.

i

^

T rin ity R eform ed C hurch, Collegeville,'

O F NORRISTOW N,' candidate for the Rev. W illiam S/O tapp, pasto r, Services for
Republican nomination for Register of n e x t S unday as follows: Sunday School a t
W ills of Montgomery county. 6-12’ 19 9 a. m . Two a d u lt Bible classes, one to r m en

Insyde Tyres !

The Scientific Renovating Works
Yerkes Station; Pa.

n
NATIONAL BANK A M o th er’s W o rk

Has made it possible for every person re
M ONTGOM ERY COUNTY, SS.: The quiring glasses to secure such as are best
suited to his needs without risk, annoy
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
\ ance or detention from business and at
To Elizabeth Brooke, William Brooke, the minimum price consistent with good
y
Margaret Wartman, Israel Wartman, service.
Anna Krause, John Krause, Jacob Gei
ger, Daniel Geiger, Catharine Brooke,
John«Brooke, their heirs and legal repre 1
sentatives and all other heirs of Dieter
I t has taken away the occupation of
Geiger, deceased, G R E ETIN G — We
coriimand you that laying aside all busi the eyeglass fakir, vendor or peddler and
ness and excuses whatsoever, you be and demonstrated that the fitting of glasses
appear in your proper" person at an is a science, requiring the utmost skill,
Orphans’ Court to be held at Norristown, patience and manual dexterity.
Do not be satisfied with less than the
iri and for said county, on the twentyfirst day of May, A. D., 1919, at 10
o’clock in the forenoon, to show cause
why the prayer of the'petitioner, Frank
S. Benfield, for release and satisfaction
You can get this at
of an old dower charge in the estate of
Dieter Geiger, deceased, now owned by
said Frank S. Benfield, consisting of
three tracts of land in the township of
Limerick. 1st«—Beginning at a stone a
Optometrists and Opticians
corner of the late Philip Roshon’s land,
containing 25 acres 4° perches. The
Second— Beginning at a heap of stones in
a line of John H enn slan d , containing 1
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
acre 45 perches of land. Third— Begin
B
O
T
H
PH O N ES.
ning at a stone >in line of Caspar Barn
hart’s land, containing 1 acre 35 perches.
The three containing together 27 acres
W HEN YOU NEED
and -three-quarters, more or less (said
tracts more fully described in petition of
said Frank S. Benfield for a citation filed Steam or Hot Water
in open Court June 19, 1918,) should not
be granted and a decree entered releas
Heating or Plumbing
ing said land.from the lien and charge of
said dower. And it is further ordered
and decreed that the Sheriff of Mont Of any kind well and satisfactorily
gomery county shall publish a notice"
done at reasonable prices,
once a week for four successive weeks in
the Montgomery County, Law Reporter
call on
and the Independent (collegeville) two
newspapers published in the county of
Montgomery, which notice shall briefly
set fofth the facts in said petition set
forth arid the citation and commanding
the parties above set fdrth to appear at
BOTH ’ PH ONES
the time and place above set forth for the
return oJ said alias citation arid show .Estimates Cheerfully \ Furnished.
cause if ®ny they or any of them have
why thje prayer of said petition should
not be granted and the lands described
released and discharged from said lien.
And'further to abide the order of the
Court in the premises. Hereof fail not.
— AND —
Witness the Hotiorable William* F .'
Solly, President Judge of onr sajpl Court;
at Norristown, this Eleventh day of April
in the year of our Lord one thousand
. , .
— IN —
nine hundred and nineteen.
H A R R Y W. AKIN S, Clerk.
In accordance with the above citation
you are therefore ordered' to be and ap
pear in the Orpharis’ Court aforesaid on
the 2'ist day of May, A. D., 1919, and
show cause if any you have why the
prayer of said petition should not be
granted and the said premises released 1
— CALL ON —
from the lien and charge of said dower.
LOUIS E. N A G LE, Sheriff.
E. L. Hallman, Thos. Hallman, >
4-17-41
Attorneys for Petitioner.

“ HOW DO YO U DO IT ?”
OUR PATRONS EXCLAIM 1
Well, we have the practical knowledge,
Would you like to DOUBLE
skill, plant and equipment." This along
YO U R mileage,, prevent
with unusual care is the reason we are
able to clean and refinish woolen
BLOW OUTS and §0 PER
blankets, rugs, automobile robes, sweat
ers, afghans, or any woolen, fabrics that
CE N T, of your tire punc-/
require that soft, clean, touch t6 make
them desirable, in such a superior
tures ? If so, buy Insyde
manner.
Tyres. For §ale by
We can restore the lustre to your furs,
fnmigate them or any other goods and
free them from any insect or germ life.
P E R R Y M IL L E R
Onr charges are moderate. You bene«
fit yourself by having us do this service t7-4 ^ Glen wood Ave. Collegeville, Pa,
for you. Your patronage appreciated, f

Established «»894.

COLLEGEVILLE

TO MAKE YOUR BOOK MORE
ENJOYABLE
You should t>e able to see the
type easily and without strain,
and follow through page after
page without effort.
■ A slight change in your glasses
may inake**a remarkable differ
ence in your reading.
It-will cost you nothing to find
out. We will gladly make the
necessary examination and guar
antee you satisfaction.
No drops used.

a n d one for wom en. Y ou a re cord ially in 
v ite d to join one of th e s e classes. C hurch
a t 10 a. m . J u n io r a n d Senior congregations
w orshipping to g e th e r. J u n io r C. E., 1.30
p. m . Senior, C< E ., 6.80 p. m . 1(? O hnr^h a t
7.80 p, u u Services e v ery S un d ay evening
a t 7.80, s h o rt se rrio i? a n d good m usic by
th e c hoir. A ll m ost cordially invited«
A ugustus L u th e ra n C hurch, T rap p e , Rev.
W . O. Fegley, p asto r, Sunday School a t 9
o'clock; p re ac h in g a t 10.1,6; E v en in g services
a t 7.20^ T each ers1 m eetin g on W ednesday
evening.
St* L u k e’s R eform ed C hurch, T rappe, Rev.
S. L. M essinger, D. D., pastor. Sunday
School a t 8.46 a. m . P re a ch in g a t lp a. m .
a n d 7.46 p. m . M e e tin g of tn e Ju n io r.
L eague a t 2 p. m . M eeting of th e H eidel
berg L eague a t 7. p. m . B ible S tu d y
m ee tin g on W ednesday e vening a t 8.00
o ’clock. A ll a re m o st c o rd ially in v ite d to
a tte n d th e services,
j S u m m er schedule, St« J a m e s’ church,
P e rk ip m e n , N o n p a n S to c k ett, R ecto r : '
10 a. m., H oly C om m union. 10.80 a m.,
M orning PrayPr- 2 30 p. m S unday School.
7.80 p. m ., E v en in g P ra y e r.

St. C lare’s C hurch, R om an C atholic. Mass
a t Collegeville e v ery S unday a t 6 a. m .; a t
G reen L ane a t 9.30, a n d a t E a s t G reenville
a t 10 a. m .; W illiam A. Buesser, R ector.

ALW AYS
RELIABLE

SEEDS
Plants, Bulbs,
Garden Tools, Fertilizers,
Insect Destroyers, and
Poultry Supplies;
Write 6r call for com

plete 228-page catalog
to-day—Free of course.

SIS :Mar K iL iÄ iK H

RENOVATE YOUR CAR
M A K E Y P U R ODD C A R EO OK L IK E A 1919 MODEL We can supply all materials, and you have the spare time,.
why not ?
1

Then

E N AM E LS, TO P D RESSIN G S, CUSHION DRESSINGS,
R A D IA T O R H O S E ,-B R A K E AN D TRAN SM ISSIO N
DIN IN G, RU BBE R FLOOR M ATS, COCOA M ATS,
C A R -W A SH IN G :H O SE , FORD P A R T S.

Diamond Fabric and Extra Ply Silvertown Cord
United States, Goodrich, and Firestone Cords and Fabrics always in
-stock.
31x3-75 Special Extra Mileage Tire for Eight Cars.
S P E C I A L : Three-fourth inch Braided Garden Hose at Eowest Price.
Your visit to inspect our stock will be appreciated.

Collegeville Tire & Rubber Co.
M a in S treet, C o lle g e v ille , Pa,

UNITED FARM

DO YOUR BEST.
“I really knew better,” says the girl
E v ansburg M. E . C hurch.—Sunday School V
worker who has mispelled a word,
a t 9.80 a. m . P re a ch in g a t 10.80 a. m . a n d 7.80
“That was just a slip; I knew what
p. m . P ra y e r m eetin g , W ednesday evening.
was right all the time.” If this is of
E piscopal O hurch: St* P a u l’s M em orial.
fered as an excuse, it falls short of
America’s Greatest Values Made in
i ^ , 2%, 3%, 4 ^ ,
Oaks, th e B.ev’d Caleb Oresson, R ector.
"its purpose. In a sense, ignoranee is
S
unday
Services-^-7.45
a.
m
..
10.45
a
.
m
„
%
9,
12
h.
p.,
G
A
S
OR
K
ER
O
SE N E .
excusable. One is not to blame for
8.80 p. m , W eekdays, 8.80 k, m., 12 and 5 p, m.
spelling a word wrong when , he does
Feed Mills, Saw Outfits, Electric Power and Hand Washers.
E v erybody welcom e. T he B ecto r residing In
not know how fo spell it right, though
th e re c to ry a t Oaks P. O. PaS, B ell ’phone
he very likely is to blame for not
Phcenixville 6-8fyJ 1-1 gladly responds w hen
K. R. STONE, Optometrist,
his m in istra tio n s a re desired. Send y our
knowing what is right. But if he
nam
e a n d ad d ress for. parish' paper. St.
With % . L. Stone,
knows and still does wrong, he is with
P a u l’s E p istle,
free d istrib u tio n .
A G R IC U L T U R A L
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